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Abstract
Performance management and fault tolerance are two important issues faced by computing
systems research. In this dissertation, we exploit the use of feedback control for performance
management and fault tolerance. Speciﬁcally, we propose Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control scheme to achieve performance regulation. Traditionally, queueing theory was used
for modeling computing system’s performance. It usually serves as an oﬄine capacity plan-
ning tool. On the other hand, feedback control theory was used for dynamically controlling
the performance of electro-mechanical systems. How to utilize the “descriptive” power of
queueing theory and the “prescriptive” power of feedback control to control computing sys-
tem’s performance was an open problem. Queueing Model Based Feedback Control answers
this problem by integrating the strengths of both queueing model and feedback control
into one uniﬁed framework. It provides better performance regulation compared with other
control-theoretic approaches. We show the advantages of Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control for two networked server applications: one is response time regulation for Apache
Web server via dynamic resource allocations; the other is response time regulation for a
multi-tiered Web service application via dynamic admission control.
In the second part of this dissertation, we further exploit the use of feedback control
to achieve fault tolerance for real-time embedded control systems. We propose ORTGA
(On-demand Real-Time GuArd), a new fault tolerance architecture which utilizes feedback
control based software execution. ORTGA delivers the same functionalities as previously pro-
posed Simplex architecture, with the same high fault coverage and reliability but with much
more eﬃcient resource utilization and ﬂexibility. Hence it can be deployed in a wide range of
iii
real-time embedded applications to provide fault tolerance. We implemented ORTGA in an
inverted pendulum testbed to demonstrate its eﬃcacy and eﬃciency. Based on the ORTGA
design, we discussed the fault tolerance and scheduling co-design problem and its solutions.
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Computing systems have now become an integral part of our information services infras-
tructure. There are many issues of computing systems faced by the research community
and industry, such as performance (QoS), fault tolerance, scalability, safety and evolvobil-
ity. In this dissertation, we focus on two main issues, i.e. performance and fault tolerance.
Though there are already extensive work addressing these two issues of computing systems,
we discuss them from a diﬀerent angle — using feedback control to provide performance
management and fault tolerance. As we will show in this dissertation, feedback based ap-
proaches are very powerful and eﬀective in performance management and fault tolerance for
computing systems.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we discuss the root
cause of performance issues and fault tolerance issues in current computing systems and the
importance for solving them. In Section 1.2, we motivate the use of feedback control for
solving performance and fault tolerance issues in computing systems.
1.1 Problems of Current Computing Systems
As demands on functional and non-functional objectives of computing systems have contin-
ually increased for the last 30 years, so has the size of the resultant systems. Computing
systems have become extremely large and complex, consisting of scores of software, hardware,
and communications components 1. Software-wise, this is a witnessed fact. For example, a
1We will focus on the discussion of software-related issues in this dissertation.
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typical operating system in 1985, Tandem OS consisted of around 4 MLOC (Million Lines
Of Codes). In 2001, the two typical operating systems, Linux and Windows XP, have around
30 MLOC and 40-50 MLOC respectively [19]. On the application software side, in 1998, the
Apache project [98] source code is around 0.8 MLOC. This number increases to 10 MLOC
in 2002, and continuously keeps increasing to 27 MLOC in 2004 [73].
The increasing software complexity poses two important issues to computing systems.
First, due to the complexity, computing systems are becoming more poorly managed or
maintained. Several factors contribute to this:
1. The increased complexity increases the skills level needed for the operators or ad-
ministrators. As a result, there is a shortage of qualiﬁed operators for large complex
computing systems IT-wide. Furthermore, the increased complexity also increases the
cost of maintenance.
2. Because of the high complexity, many software systems expose a large number of
“tuning knobs” for ﬁne tuning the performance of the underlying systems. However,
this makes it diﬃcult for human operators to adjust the system in a real-time fashion
when system working environment changes (such as workload), hence performance
degradation may occur.
Poorly managed computing systems with degraded performance will aﬀect the business
proﬁtability. For example, on World Wide Web where customers interact directly with Web
servers, response time as a performance metric can have a direct and dramatic impact on
business revenue. Forrester Research has published on InternetWeek [104] reporting: “One
of the biggest reasons that people leave a site is because they’re having a lousy experience
— either pages aren’t available or they take so long to download that it’s just not worth it.”
The second problem raised together with the increasing complexity is that complexity
breeds bugs and errors in computing systems. Jim Gray estimated [19] that roughly there is
1 bug per KLOC (Kilo Lines Of Codes). Considering the code size of current softwares (in
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the order of MLOC), the number of bugs could be very large. Software bugs may destroy any
property that customers care about. These include the correctness, performance, reliability,
security, and safety of the software.
Software bugs sometimes even bring the systems completely down [36]. From a company’s
point of view, the costs associated with software bugs can be staggering. For example, one
prominent Internet company experienced an outage due to software bugs that lasted 22
hours, “resulting in a loss of revenue estimated at 3 million to 5 million dollars, with an
associated 26% drop in its stock price [37].”
As we see, the ever-increasing software complexity makes it diﬃcult to manage the per-
formance of computing systems. Complexity is also a root cause for software bugs. Reports
have shown that most giant software projects continuously face the battle with complexity.
Unfortunately, they often fail. Complexity is becoming one of the major reasons that make
software among the most poorly constructed, unreliable, and least maintainable technologi-
cal artifacts invented by the mankind.
It is time that we need a paradigm shift to ﬁnd an eﬀective way to control the complexity
of software systems. Can we make software systems smarter to manage themselves, hence
can help solve issues related to complex software systems? In this dissertation, we exploit
using feedback control to answer this question. Speciﬁcally, we focus on designing feedback
based approaches for software performance management and fault tolerance.
1.2 Feedback Control Reﬂection
In this section, we motivate using feedback control to solve performance management and
fault tolerance issues in computing systems.
Feedback control theory has been developed for more than 50 years. Many powerful tools
and results have been obtained and deployed. Feedback control has been very successful
in industry for electro-mechanical systems. With the help of modeling techniques [64],
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control tools [9, 79] and digital computer implementations [10, 31], we now can manipulate
the performance of electro/mechanical systems very well, even for very complex systems
such as rockets and jet planes.
Computing systems have played an important role in the success of feedback control [10,
31]. Nowadays, computing systems are used in nearly every phases of control, including
modeling, design, and implementations. However, the reverse is not true, as illustrated in
Figure 1.1. Using feedback control for computing systems is just an emerging research area.








Figure 1.1: Feedback control reﬂection.
In fact, there are similarities between electro-mechanical systems and computing systems.
Many of the issues need to be addressed in computing systems have their counterparts in
electro-mechanical systems which are solvable using feedback control theories and tools.
In terms of organization and modeling, both computing systems and electro-mechanical
systems usually have inputs and outputs; they also have internal dynamics within the system
which relates the system input and output. In terms of management and control goals, one
commonly used performance objective in the studying of computing systems is to ensure
that system performance measure(s) are equal to or near the desired value(s). For example,
to maintain the utilization of a server at 80% or to maintain the average client requests’
response time at 0.2 second. These performance management problems map naturally to
the Regulation problem [10, 31] in feedback control, in which the goal of the control is to
ensure that measured output(s) are equal to or near the reference input(s).
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Given these similarities between computing systems and electro-mechanical systems, it
is natural that we apply feedback control to manage computing systems’ performance.
Feedback control also has another property that is desirable for computing systems, i.e
its robustness against errors [55, 79] such as model inaccuracies and measurement errors.
As we have discussed in Section 1.1, how to tolerate software bugs and errors is another
important issue in computing systems. In this dissertation, we will discuss using feedback
control for both performance management and fault tolerance of computing systems.
1.3 Organization of Chapters
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. We give a general overview and
provide related work on feedback control of computing systems in Chapter 2, focusing on
those related to performance management and fault tolerance. Chapter 3 presents Queueing
Model Based Feedback Control framework for performance regulation2. We demonstrate
the eﬀectiveness of the proposed framework by controlling the average response time of
Apache Web server using dynamic resource allocations. Next, in Chapter 4 we present
Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control for admission control of a multi-tiered Web service
application 3. It combines the strength of both queueing models and adaptive feedback
control. The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First, we show that by using diﬀerent
combinations of queueing models and feedback control techniques, we can get a family
of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control schemes suited for diﬀerent applications and
diﬀerent QoS goals. Second, we show Queueing Model Based Feedback Control has wide
application to autonomic performance management. It can be applied not only to single-
node server systems, but also to general computing systems including multi-tiered Web
applications. In Chapter 5, we present ORTGA (On-demand Real-Time GuArd), a new fault
tolerance architecture for real-time embedded systems. It utilizes feedback control of software
2Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [62,67,94].
3Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [60,61]
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execution to provide fault tolerance for embedded control systems 4. We demonstrate the
eﬀectiveness of ORTGA in an inverted pendulum control testbed. Finally we conclude the
dissertation by laying out the future research directions in Chapter 6.
4Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [22,59]
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Chapter 2
Related Work and Motivations
Feedback control theory has been developed for more than 50 years. Many powerful tools
and results have been obtained and deployed. Feedback control has been very successful
in industry for controlling electro-mechanical systems. With the help of modeling tech-
niques [64], control tools [9, 79] and digital computer implementations [10, 31], we now can
manipulate the performance of electro-mechanical systems very well, even for very complex
systems such as rockets and jet planes.
In this chapter, we will brieﬂy review the work related to this dissertation. Since both
performance management and fault tolerance are large research areas on their own, we could
not give a detailed account here. Interested readers are referred to [5, 18, 71, 74] for reviews
of a broader sense. In what follows, we will focus on those most pertaining to our work.
2.1 Feedback Control of Performance Management
Feedback control’s application to computing system dates back to the 80’s. It was embed-
ded in the TCP congestion control protocol [39]. Since TCP was introduced to solve the
congestive failure problems that had brought down the network, we have not experienced
system-wide congestive failures again even the network has grown orders of magnitude. This
is a testament of the eﬀectiveness of feedback control in a highly dynamic, decentralized,
and fast changing computing environment.
Recently, researchers discovered feedback control could be used in many modern com-
puting applications, such as multimedia streaming, real-time computing, transaction pro-
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cessing, embedded system, and e-commerce which require some form of performance con-
trol [4, 30,66,97,102].
Chapter 1 in [35] gives an extensive summary of related work in this area. The sys-
tems being controlled include Lotus Notes email server [32], Apache Web server [4, 29, 66],
Squid proxy server [70], Lustre ﬁle system [46], as well as sensor networks [2]. The output
metrics include system-level metrics, such as CPU and memory utilizations [3, 29], cache
hit ratio [69], and server queue length [80], or application level metrics such as response
time and throughput [4, 46, 66]. Control mechanisms used include admission control or
request throttling [46], Web content adaptation [3], application parameter tuning [29, 30],
resource allocation [66, 69], and middleware [56, 106]. The types of control algorithms used
include variations of proportional, integral, and derivative (PID) control [3, 4, 56, 80], pole
placement [29], linear quadratic regulator (LQR) [29] , fuzzy control [56], and adaptive
control [46,69].
In order to use traditional feedback control framework, nearly all previous work use
linear models to represent the underlying computing system. However, computing systems
are usually nonlinear [51]. In addition, the workload may be stochastic and its parameters
could change over a wide range of values. The diﬀerential/diﬀerence equation model used
by traditional control theory does not model computing systems’ performance well, except
in the limited case of heavy workload that allows for ﬂuid approximations.
A good-quality mathematical model of the plant is critical to any control system design.
In spite of the tradition, we believe that the key to success of applying feedback control to
manage computing systems’ performance is not to force-ﬁt a computing system into linear
models. Rather, we should model computing systems as what they are.
During the last several decades, research has shown that queueing models represent
computing systems well [40, 51]. Queueing model is usually used as an oﬄine capacity
planning tool in stead of an online performance tuning tool. In this dissertation, we try
to answer the question that how we can combine the strength of both queueing models
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and feedback control for performance management of computing systems. To this end, we
propose Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework. In Chapter 3 and 4, we will
discuss Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework in details. We will also show
through real testbed implementations on diﬀerent networked applications to validate the
eﬀectiveness of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control.
2.2 Fault Tolerance
Fault tolerance is always an important issue in software systems [71]. There are well-
developed fault tolerance techniques for general software systems. They can be classiﬁed
into three general categories: fault masking (e.g., N-version programming [11]), backward
fault recovery (e.g., recovery blocks [85], checkpointing technique in transaction-based sys-
tems [84]), and forward fault recovery (e.g., roll-forward checkpointing scheme in [82]).
Our focus in this dissertation is to provide software fault tolerance for real-time control
systems. None of the aforementioned schemes are readily applicable for real-time systems.
In real-time systems, software faults can be categorized along three dimensions [92]: 1)
resource sharing faults; 2) timing faults; and 3) semantic faults. The general fault tolerance
schemes above do not suﬃciently take timing faults into consideration. What is more, how
to timely recover the system from faults in a real-time system has not been fully addressed
in the general fault tolerance mechanisms.
Fault tolerance of real-time systems is an active research topic in the past decades. A
comprehensive review of the recent progresses in this area can be found in [48,74]. Here we
only list the research which is most relevant to our work.
The FORTS project from University of Pittsburgh [12,13] addresses the CPU scheduling
of recovery jobs (not recovery processes or tasks) in real-time systems. One assumption
of this project is that all faults can be detected, by whatever means, at the end of each
periodic execution of the job, and the recovery is done by re-executing the job before its
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deadline. In practical control systems, however, the fault of a controller process cannot be
easily noticed until the eﬀect of the bad control command shows up, i.e, there is a delay up to
one or even more periods between when the fault occurs and when the control performance
degradation or failure caused by the fault is noticed. What’s more, usually a recovery cannot
be done by simply re-executing the same job within the same period, which most probably
will lead to the same fault since it is still executed within the same faulty controller process.
A better approach can be replacing the faulty controller process with a high assurance
controller process. A process replacing is diﬀerent from a job re-execution and brings up
many interesting research issues.
Lee et al. [53] develops a technique called Process Resurrection to recover a process from
crash failure to meet the real-time requirements. Process Resurrection is tightly coupled
with the crash detection mechanism of the underlying operating system, which oﬀers signal
as an event notiﬁcation mechanism. Common error notiﬁcation signals include SIGSEGV
(segmentation faults), SIGBUS (bus error), SIGFPE (arithmetic operation error such as
divided by zero), and SIGILL (execution of an illegal instruction). In Process Resurrection,
a special signal handler is assigned for every crash related signals in order to override the
default signal handler and trigger the recovery. However, the fault coverage of this technique
is only limited to process crash.
2.2.1 Simplex Architecture
Simplex [89, 92] is a software architecture which facilitates the building of dependable real-
time control systems. It provides dynamic toleration of system faults. In Simplex, the plant
under protection is divided into a high-assurance-control (HAC) subsystem and a high-
performance-control (HPC) subsystem. The HAC subsystem is a control software which
was proven to be reliable. HAC’s simple construction let the system designer leverage the
power of formal methods and a rigorous development process. From the system level, high-
assurance OS kernels such as certiﬁable runtimes are usually used in the HAC. From the
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 Figure 2.1: The Simplex architecture.
application level, well-understood classical controllers designed to maximize the controlled
plant’s stability region is also used.
The HPC subsystem complements the conservative HAC core. From the application
level, an HPC can use more complex and advanced control technologies for higher control
performance, including those diﬃcult to verify, for example, neural network control. From
the system level, COTS real-time OS and middleware designed to simplify the application
development can be used in HPC. However, these software components may not be certiﬁable
and could contain faults.
Figure 2.1 [92] shows the Simplex architecture. The HAC and HPC subsystems run in
parallel, but the software stays in separate processes. Normally, the HPC controls the plant.
The decision logic ensures that the plant state under the HPC stays within a HAC-established
stability region. Otherwise, the HAC takes control.
As we can see from Figure 2.1, Simplex achieves fault tolerance by using feedback control
of software executions. At every decision time, both the HAC and HPC get the state
feedback from the plant and calculate their own control outputs. The decision module
controls (determines) which output should be used for the plant. Then the plant will execute
the control output accordingly. These feedback → control → execution steps constitute the
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feedback control of software execution. By using the redundant HAC to guard against
possible faults in the HPC, Simplex achieves fault tolerance.
However, several main drawbacks exist in the current Simplex architecture, as we will
discuss in Section 5.1. In this dissertation, we design the new ORTGA (On-demand Real-
Time GuArd) architecture (Chapter 5) which eliminates these drawbacks. ORTGA achieves
the same high fault coverage and functionalities as Simplex, but with signiﬁcantly lowered
CPU resource usage and more ﬂexibilities. We will discuss ORTGA and related research
issues and associated solutions in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control of A Single Computing Node
In this chapter, we present Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework, which can
help achieve better performance regulation for computing systems compared with previously
proposed control-theoretic approaches. 1
3.1 Introduction
As global E-Commerce continues to grow rapidly [20], the underlying architecture providing
the service of E-Commerce is becoming increasingly important. The architecture is gen-
erally referred to as “Web services”. The term “Web services” describes speciﬁc business
functionality exposed by a company Web site through Internet connections, for the purpose
of providing a way for another entity to use the services it provides [101]. Web services are
the building blocks for the future generation of applications and solutions on the Internet.
One of the most pressing problems faced by Web services application designers and
service providers is how they can provide the quality-of-service (QoS) required by their
clients. Current practice typically relies on oﬄine capacity planning to statically determine
the resources to be allocated to ensure the QoS. However, Web traﬃc is highly dynamic
and volatile [28, 76]. A carefully planned conﬁguration for a Web site may work well under
a speciﬁc traﬃc condition, but the same conﬁguration may make the site go haywire when
workload changes. A well-known example is the frequently-referred “Slashdot Eﬀect” [6],
which is named after the Web site slashdot.org. The “Slashdot Eﬀect” occurs when a huge
1Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [62,67,94]
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user base is referred to a previously undiscovered Web site which used to operate well.
However, overwhelmed by the sudden increase in the traﬃc volume, the site’s performance
degrades or even crashes [44]. Since Web traﬃc is highly dynamic, oﬄine capacity planning
techniques are often not adequate for QoS control in Web applications. Instead, the system
must be smarter to react to the changing workloads in an automatic way in order to maintain
the desired performance.
Recently, control theory has also been successfully applied to controlling the QoS of
computing systems. Chapter 1 of [35] gives an extensive summary of related work in this area.
In order to facilitate the application of traditional control theory, most of the previous work
on control-theoretic approaches uses linear diﬀerence (or diﬀerential) models to represent the
underlying computing systems. However, computing systems are highly nonlinear [51, 75],
except in the limited case of heavy workload that allows for ﬂuid approximations.
A good model of the plant is critical to any control design. During the last 40 years,
research has shown that queueing models serve as a fundamental tool to model computing
systems [51, 52]. Queueing models have been successfully applied to areas such as capacity
planning [75] and performance analysis [45,51,52,75] etc. However, unlike feedback control,
queueing theory usually is descriptive, rather than prescriptive. So its traditional application
is in capacity planning rather than QoS control.
In this chapter, we try to answer the question of whether we can combine the strength
of both queueing models and feedback control for performance management of computing
systems. To this end, we present Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework, a new
framework for controlling the performance of computing systems. It utilizes the modeling
(descriptive) power of queueing theory and the dynamic management (prescriptive) power
of feedback control, hence it can give better QoS tracking than other previously proposed
approaches.
In this chapter, we will ﬁrst examine the case of timing performance regulation of a
single-node Web server. In the next chapter, we will continue the discussion by examining
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the case of multi-tiered Web applications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we ﬁrst present Queueing
Model Based Feedback Control on its modeling and control design in the context of a simple
M/M/1 queue. We then generalize the approach to general computing systems which can
be modeled by queueing models. Then we show the performance evaluation of Queueing
Model Based Feedback Control via extensive simulations in Section 3.3. We use timing
performance regulation of a Web server as a target application for Queueing Model Based
Feedback Control. We present experimental evaluations of this approach using an instru-
mented Apache Web server in Section 3.4. We show that combining feedback control with
a queueing model leads to better tracking of QoS speciﬁcations than with feedback control
alone or queueing model based feed forward control alone. Hence, a major contribution of
Queueing Model Based Feedback Control approach is the combination of feedback control
theory and queueing theory to achieve more predictable timing behavior in computing sys-
tems such as networked servers. We present an improved method for further delay variance
reduction under bursty traﬃcs by exploiting server internal queue length information in
Section 3.5.
3.2 Conceptual Framework
We use a Web hosting application as a motivating example of Queueing Model Based Feed-
back Control. From the perspective of a Web hosting company, we would like to keep the
timing delay2 experienced by users close to the service level agreement (SLA), e.g., an av-
erage delay of 1 second in a window of 1, 000 requests for a workload that is up to 100, 000
requests per second. Delays consistently longer than the speciﬁcation are unacceptable to
the users; Delays consistently shorter indicate over-provisioning of resources that could have
been used for other users and applications.
2In this chapter, we do not distinguish the terms of “delay” and “response time”. We use them inter-
changeably without ambiguity.
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3.2.1 Feed Forward and Feedback Controls
In this section, we describe the fundamental elements of the Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control. Classical results from queueing theory are used for computing the server service
rate necessary to achieve a speciﬁed average delay given the currently observed average
request arrival rate. Server resources are then allocated to achieve the computed service
rate. We call this feed forward loop as the Queueing Predictor. Finally, a feedback control
loop compares the actual delay achieved to the desired average delay reference and adjusts
the resource allocation accordingly in an incremental manner to ensure that the desired
delay is maintained. The feedback and queueing components operate concurrently in a
complementary manner as shown in Figure 3.1.
 














Ref Delay Dref 
Delay Regulations 
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Figure 3.1: Queueing Model Based Feedback Control architecture.
In the following, we use a running example to explore the research issues that arise in
the aforementioned scheme. We begin by illustrating the need for feedback control in a
simple M/M/1 queueing model, which will be replaced by a G/G/1 model later. Modeling
a Web server by a single queue is a commonly used simpliﬁcation, because the performance
a computer system is often dominated by a bottleneck stage.
Let the request process (shown at the top right corner of Figure 3.1) have arrival rate
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λ, which may change abruptly. The queueing predictor estimates the arrival rate λ online.
The equilibrium delay of an M/M/1 queue is simply 1/(μ− λ) [40,51]. Suppose the service
level agreement with the users speciﬁes that, over a desired window of events, the reference
delay is Dref = 2. Thus, the corresponding service rate μq = λ +
1
Dref
= λ + 0.5, which will
give the long-term equilibrium delay of Deq = Dref = 2. However, because of the stochastic
nature of requests, there may still be sizable ﬂuctuations around Dref = 2 and we wish to
reduce the ﬂuctuations within the user observation window. Thus, the mean sample delay
d over a window will be computed and compared with the reference delay. The diﬀerence,
Δd, is the error to be corrected by the feedback controller via service rate adjustment Δμ
as shown in Figure 3.1.
Next, we design a simple feedback control loop to correct the error. We show how the
presence of the Queueing Predictor makes a linear feedback controller suﬃcient by compen-
sating for system non-linearity. For feedback control to improve system performance, the
controller must be properly tuned. Figure 3.2 depicts the average queueing delay D of an
M/M/1 model as function of μ−λ. In addition, the reference delay was chosen to be 2 time
units. The controller uses the error, ΔD, the diﬀerence between the measured delay from
the desired delay reference to compute a adjustment in service rate, Δμ, that would reduce
the delay deviation. Hence, in order to design the feedback controller, we must know the
eﬀect of Δμ on Δd, which is known as the process gain Δd/Δμ. For M/M/1 queue under
a given arrival rate λ, we have Δd/Δμ =Δd/Δ(μ− λ). Thus, at the point of linearization,
for small deviations, the process gain is approximately the slope of the non-linear rate-delay
relation of the queueing system of d = 1/(μ− λ).
As suggested by the slope of Figure 3.2, changing resource allocation by the same amount
will change the average delay by diﬀerent amounts depending on the current service rate. In
control-theoretic terms, a linearized controller for a non-linear system works well, only when
the system state is in the neighborhood of linearization. The enforcement of this condition
is achieved via the Queueing Predictor.
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Figure 3.2: Linearization of D(μ) = 1/(μ− λ) at delay reference = 2.
We illustrate by an example how the Queueing Predictor maintains the system in the
neighborhood of linearization. The objective is to adjust Δμ to make the delay close to 2
time units, the reference delay.
Suppose that we linearize the system at Dref = 2. Initially λ = 1. The feed forward con-
trol model provides μq = 1.5. This generates an equilibrium delay D
eq = 2. The controller’s
task is to handle the sample mean ﬂuctuations around 2. If the arrival rate suddenly jumps
from 1 to 3, the queueing system moves far away from the point of linearization. Fortu-
nately, as soon as the new arrival rate is detected, the feed forward service rate μq provided
by the Queueing Predictor changes from 1.5 to 3.5 by solving the queueing model equation
Dref = 1/(μ − λ). As a result, the feed forward control (Queueing Predictor) restores the
equilibrium condition to delay Deq = 2 = Dref . Thus, the feed forward control helps the
feedback controller by keeping the system in the vicinity of linearization, no matter what
the workload is.
In the following, we shall refer to the diﬀerence between the measured sample delay and
the reference delay after the feed forward control as residual error. In Queueing Model Based
Feedback Control, the purpose of the feedback controller design is to suppress residual errors
around the target delay reference. The linear feedback controller not only can help us reduce
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the ﬂuctuations but also can correct inaccuracies in modeling and in the estimation of arrival
rates. Having presented the basic ideas, we now raise the following questions.
• How can we accurately develop a linear model for the residual errors in a stochastic
environment?
• How can we design a minimal order controller, and pick the correct rates of observation
and control?
In the next subsection, we will answer these two questions.
3.2.2 Control Model Development
We now develop a general procedure that will allow us, based on experimental data alone,
to get an accurate linear model for the residual errors in any queueing model based feed
forward control.
We still use the M/M/1 queue as an conceptual model. When the output of the system is
the average delay, the response time (average delay) formula, 1/(μ− λ), depicts the average
delay as a function of the diﬀerence between arrival rate and average service rate. From
the perspective of control system modeling, this is exactly the transfer function between the
control action and the response that we try to capture. Unfortunately, this function is valid
only when the system can be modeled accurately by an M/M/1 model. We need a general
procedure that works for any queueing model.
In our running example, as shown in Figure 3.2, the line tangent at the curve at Dref = 2
has a slope of −4. This is because dD/dμ = −1/(μ − λ)2=−(Dref )2. However, we want
to rediscover it accurately from data of the residual errors alone. The standard approach
in model identiﬁcation [64] is to 1) use a white noise control signal that is suﬃciently large
but not causing saturation; and 2) rapidly sample the output. The collected data is then
fed to least square based modeling tools such as the ARX model. The reason for the white
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noise signal is that it will expose the full spectrum of system responses. The reason for large
inputs is to make the responses larger and thus easier to measure. The reason for rapid
sampling is not to miss any signal in the response due to the Nyquist rate consideration.
Unfortunately, the ideas of large excitation at the input and fast sampling at the output
are the wrong things to do in the development of a control model for the residual errors
in a queueing system, as we will discuss shortly. The correct approach is to use a small
white noise signal, a large observation window and average all the observation samples
in the window. This is counterintuitive. In common stochastic control problems such as
Linear Quadratic Gaussian control problems and Kalman ﬁlters, the plant is fundamentally
governed by diﬀerential equations, albeit random processes disturb both the observations
and actuations. However, our plant here is a random process. And we want to control,
in probability, the short-term behaviors of a random process by adjusting its probability
distribution parameters.
To illustrate the need for a long observation window, suppose that we want to correct a
biased coin with probability of head equals to 0.4. We begin by soldering a small weight to
the side of head of the biased coin and then do some experiments. If the resulting probability
of head is greater than 0.5, we will reduce weight. Otherwise, we increase it. Over a period of
time, we may correct the biased coin. The critical question here is how frequently should we
adjust the weight? Obviously, we cannot succeed if we change the weight, ﬂip the coin once,
and then change the weight again. Once we adjust the weight, we must ﬂip the coin a large
number of times until a statistical equilibrium is reached. This allows us to determine the
eﬀect of the added weight upon the probability distribution with a high degree of conﬁdence.
From a control perspective, the problem here is that we are controlling a probability, and
not an instantly measurable quantity such as temperature or pressure. Since probability
itself is not instantly measurable, the sensor can only estimate it by the mean of large
samples. In other words, the transfer function between the change of weight and the change
of probability of head manifests itself only when the sample variance becomes negligible.
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Unlike a Bernoulli process where each coin ﬂip is independent, the delays between nearby
outputs from a queueing system are correlated. The sample variance drops and the mean
of the window of events converge to the process mean as the window size increases and
contains more and more epochs. This is the condition that allows the relationship between
the control and its impact on delay to reveal itself.





















Figure 3.3: Eﬀect of sample variance on model accuracy.
But there is one more important detail: we must keep the size of the excitation signal
small. A close examination of Figure 3.2 tells us that the queueing delay curve is asymmetric.
The eﬀect of reducing Δμ has a greater impact than increasing it by the same amount,
especially when the size of Δμ is large. This asymmetry causes problems in least square
based estimation, because it will pick a line with equal sums of squared errors on both sides
of the tangent. The need for small excitation also argues for a large sample size so as not to
drown the responses to small excitations in sample variances.
We have implemented a simulator to study the performance of Queueing Model Based
Feedback control whose architecture is shown in Figure 3.1. Our simulator is built on the
SMPL simulation package [72]. In the simulation, we randomly change the sign of Δμ of
a certain size and collected the sample means for model identiﬁcation. Figure 3.3 depicts
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the slope produced by Matlab’s ARX model under a small excitation of Δμ = ±0.01. The
horizontal axis is the sample variance in log scale. As we can see, when the variances
become very small (i.e., very large sample size), Matlab’s estimation of the slope converges
towards the theoretical value of −4. Figure 3.4 shows the eﬀect of using a larger excitation
of Δμ = ±0.1. Due to the large excitation, the sample variance does not converge to zero
as window size increases. In addition, the slope estimated by Matlab ARX model does not
converges to −4.





















Figure 3.4: Eﬀect of excitation on model accuracy.
One further fundamental distinction must be made in the choice of a sampling interval.
In traditional control, the output of the process under control is a function of time. Thus,
the unit of sampling is measured in units of physical time since they are the independent
variables, upon which the process evolves. However, we now manipulate the probability
distribution of a random process, where what counts is the mean and variance of delays.
The independent variable is now the number of events that aﬀects delay mean and variance,
i.e., the number of served requests. Thus, it is preferable to perform our task in the domain
of events rather than in that of time. This is also consistent with our event based model
development process. Our sampling window is therefore measured as the number of elapsed
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events.
We have so far developed a simple 1st order ARX model that links the eﬀect of increase
(reduction) in service rate Δμ to reduction (increase) in output delays ΔD: ΔD(n) =
−4Δμ(n − 1), where n is the nth control sampling instance. The control gain k is simply
-1/slope. That is, k = 0.25. This is because for next sampling instance of n + 1, we want
to correct the delay to −ΔD(n) = ΔD(n + 1) = −4Δμ(n), so Δμ(n) = 0.25ΔD(n). In
control theory, this design corresponds to a deadbeat control design. We can also apply
other control techniques, such as PI (Proportional Integral) controller, by treating ΔD/Δμ
as the transfer function between control input (service rate adjustments) and output (delay
residual errors).
We now come to the ﬁnal issue of designing the control rate. The observation window
and the control window are often the same in many control applications. For example,
when control period is 1 second, the signal used for the control is often based on what
has been observed in this 1 second window. However, longer observation windows can be
used. Consider the case where Kalman ﬁlter is used to condition the signal for a controller.
Whatever the rate of control one chooses, the recursive nature of Kalman ﬁlter implies that
at any time t, the signal used by the control is based on all the samples that have been
observed from the beginning, albeit the eﬀect of samples in the remote past is small.
For any chosen window of observation, we should update the control as soon as possible
so as to minimize the build-up of errors. Suppose that the observation window contains
1000 events. We can produce the 1st control update using the ﬁrst 1000 events, the 2nd
update using the average of events 2 to 1001 etc. To summarize, our strategy is to use a
long observation window but a short control update window. To reduce the computation
overhead, we may choose to update once every N events instead of every event. Figure 3.5
shows the resulting control performance using an update window of 500 events, 200 events,
. . . , until 10 events. The horizontal axis depicts both the size of update windows and the
corresponding size of the control eﬀort, i.e., the average size of corresponding Δμ. As we can
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see, shorter update windows have two important eﬀects. First, it reduces the sample mean
ﬂuctuations. Second, it also reduces the control eﬀorts Δμ. For examples, at N = 500, the
average control eﬀort is about 0.058. When N = 10, the average control eﬀort is about 0.04.
Smaller control eﬀort makes the sharing of connections in server easier.
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Figure 3.5: Eﬀect of control window size on sample variance.
3.3 Performance Evaluation
Having introduced the basic concepts, we replace the M/M/1 model with a general G/G/k















where traﬃc intensity is ρ = λ/μ, and s and m are the standard deviation and mean of the
sample data respectively. Subscript a and s stand for arrival process and service process
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respectively. The steady state response time is
Deq = Dq + 1/μ. (3.2)









μ · (1− ρ) . (3.3)
In our experiments, we replace the M/M/1 response time model with a G/G/1 response
time model in the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control architecture shown in Figure 3.1.
Both the mean and variance of the arrivals are now estimated online. For simplicity, we
assume that the service time distribution is exponential but this can be easily replaced by
online measurement of mean and variance as well. In the experiments, the reference delay
is Dref = 2. In the ﬁrst set of experiments, the inter-arrival time has Pareto distribution,
which was reported to ﬁt measurements of actual Web traﬃc well [28]. In the beginning of
the run, there are 0.65 arrivals per unit time. This rate jumps to 0.85 arrivals per unit time
in the middle of the simulation. Figure 3.6(a) uses queueing model feed forward control only
(i.e. only use Queueing Predictor for feed forward control).
The horizontal axis is the number of user observation windows with a size of 1000 events.
The vertical axis is the sample mean of the delay in the user observation window. As we can
see, feed forward control performs quite well by itself. This demonstrates the eﬀectiveness
of the queueing model. Figure 3.6(b) adds the additional feedback control to reduce the
ﬂuctuations around delay reference of Dref = 2.
A precondition of a successful linearization of a non-linear system is that the point of
linearization should be in an equilibrium state. The equilibrium service rate is the one that
keeps the system in the equilibrium state. For a reference delay of Dref = 2, we know
that the equilibrium service rate is μ = (λ+0.5). To reduce the random ﬂuctuations around
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 (a) Feed forward Control Only (b) Feed forward + Feedback
(c) Control with Fixed Oﬀset
 
(d) From Poisson Traﬃc to Pareto Traﬃc
Figure 3.6: Simulation results for performance evaluation.
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Dref = 2, the controller adjusts the service rate by a small amount according to the linearized
model.
In Queueing Model Based Feedback Control, the equilibrium service rate is automatically
provided by the feed forward control from the Queueing Predictor. A statically constructed
equilibrium service rate is sensitive to the change in the arrival process. As we can see in
Figure 3.6(c), a large steady state error and a larger variance materialize after the midpoint
on the x-axis when the arrival changes.
Since a wrong equilibrium service rate results in a steady state error, we could use integral
control to correct the equilibrium service rate. When a workload change causes steady state
errors, the integral controller sums up the errors, and produces a negative feedback control
that adjusts the service rate. However, until the set point is crossed, the sum of errors keeps
increasing and so does the integral control. Thus, integral control has a tendency to produce
overshoot. A small integral gain is preferred in practice. It allows a system to slowly correct
steady state errors without excessive oscillations.
Unlike a load increase in a mechanical system that produces consistent steady state errors
that can be directly canceled by integral control, a queueing system has sizable random
swings around the process mean in steady state. From error history alone, it would take
a long integration time to ﬁlter out random ﬂuctuations and detect the steady state error
caused by workload changes. This makes it diﬃcult in practice to rely on the integral
controller alone to provide the correct oﬀset. On the other hand, a small integration term
remains a useful tool to correct bias introduced by inaccuracies in the queueing model, such
as the G/G/1 model used in our experiments.
Finally, to demonstrate the adaptivity of our approach, we begin with a Poisson arrival
process with arrival rate 0.65 and then switch to a process whose inter-arrival time has a
Pareto distribution with arrival rate 0.85. As we can see from Figure 3.6(d), Queueing Model
Based Feedback Control is insensitive to the changes of distribution and rate of the arrival
process.
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3.4 Experimental Investigation Using an
Instrumented Apache Web Server
In the previous two sections, we have discussed the conceptual framework of Queueing Model
Based Feedback Control and evaluated its performance via simulation. The discussions and
evaluations are based on single-queue queueing models. We also assume that we can control
the service rate of the server accurately. In real-world applications, the real system may be
diﬀerent from the G/G/1 model we had used. Further, the control of service rate may not
be able to be actuated directly. Given these model and actuation inaccuracies, we want to
investigate how Queueing Model Based Feedback Control performs.
To this end, we implemented Queueing Model Based Feedback Control in an instrumented
Apache Web Server. Apache is the most widely deployed Web server in the world. According
to the survey conducted by Netcraft.com [78] on February 2006, there are around 51.8 million
deployments of Apache Web servers on the Internet, which constitutes 68.1% of all the Web
servers deployed when the survey was conducted. The control goal in our testbed is to
keep the actual sample delays close to the speciﬁed delay reference by dynamic resource
allocations using Queueing Model Based Feedback Control.
3.4.1 Implementation
We have conducted experiments of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control in an instru-
mented Apache Web Server [98] to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the aforementioned scheme
in controlling the timing behavior of real-life applications3. When an Apache server boots
up, a pool of processes is created to serve incoming TCP connection requests to the server.
When an HTTP connection request arrives, it is put into a service queue to wait for an
available process 4. In HTTP 1.1, the latest HTTP protocol, persistent connections are
3The experiments were in cooperation with Professor Tarek Abdelzaher’s group from University of Vir-
ginia.
4In some literature, these server processes are called worker processes.
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implemented. Hence, a server process that accepts a connection must wait (i.e., block) for
a speciﬁed amount of time for further requests from the same client. This blocking time
dominates the time a process spends on serving the connection. Consequently, the average
connection service rate is determined primarily by the number of server processes. The more
processes are allocated to a client class queue, the higher the service rate. Thus, by adjust-
ing the allocated processes, we can approximately control the service rate to the incoming
requests and hence achieve the desired reference delay guarantees.
We modiﬁed the source code of Apache and added a new library that implements a
Connection Manager that includes a Monitor, a Queueing Predictor, a Controller, and a
Connection Scheduler. Let c denote the maximum number of server processes that the system
could have (i.e. server capacity). Let b(k) represent the number of server processes reserved
for the given client class at the kth sampling instant, where b(k) ≤ c. In order to decide the
process quota for the client class to be controlled, we implemented two modules, the Queueing
Predictor and the Feedback Controller which correspond to the respective components in
the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control architecture as shown in Figure 3.1. According
to the resulting process quotas, the Connection Scheduler serves as an actuator to allocate
certain number of server processes to connections from this client class.
The Connection Manager process runs a high-priority loop that listens to the Web server’s
TCP socket, accepts incoming connection requests, and queues them up in the application
layer. This design allows us to control the request queue without kernel modiﬁcations. The
Connection Scheduler module dispatches a connection by sending its descriptor to a free
server process through a corresponding UNIX domain socket. The Connection Manager
time-stamps the acceptance and dispatching of each connection. The diﬀerence between the
acceptance and the dispatching time is recorded as the connection delay that models the
service delay we are concerned within this study. Although the service delay also includes
the queueing time in the TCP listen queue in the kernel, in our prototype this kernel-level
queueing delay is negligible by design. This is because the Connection Manager always
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greedily accepts all incoming connection requests in a tight loop.
3.4.2 Monitor
At each sampling instant k, the Monitor is invoked to compute the average request arrival
rates λ(k), mean request inter-arrival time m(k) and its standard deviation s(k), during the
last sampling period. They are used by the Queueing Predictor to calculate new process
quotas b(k) as discussed for the G/G/1 model in Section 3.3. The Monitor also computes the
average connection delays W (k) of the client class during the last sampling period, which will
be used by the Feedback Controller to calculate adjustment Δb(k) for process allocations.
3.4.3 Queueing Predictor
System proﬁling was carried out beforehand to get an approximate value for μ, the service
rate per process unit. The Connection Manager time-stamps the dispatching and closing of
each connection. The diﬀerence between the dispatching and the closing time is recorded as
the service time the server process spending on the connection. Using the average service
time of server process per connection, we calculated an estimate of the service rate μ of one
server process.
As discussed in Section 3.3, we assume a G/G/1 queueing model for the Apache Web
server. For simplicity, we assume that the service time distribution is exponential. Our
experimental results presented below can be further improved if a better estimate of the
distribution of service times is available. In practice, however, accurate online measurement
of this distribution may be both diﬃcult and unnecessary. At each control period, the
Queueing Predictor will use the estimated service rate μ, the online measured average request
arrival rates λ(k), the average request inter-arrival time m(k) and its standard deviation s(k)
to produce the new desired values for b(k + 1) by solving equation (3.3).
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3.4.4 Controller
Both a P (Proportional) and a PI (Proportional Integral) controller were implemented to
control adjustment of server process quota. Both controllers are variations of the general PID
(Proportional Integral Derivative) controller [8,55] known for its robustness and predominant
use in industry. The derivative control was not used, because it is sensitive to noises in
measurements. The advantage of a P controller is simplicity. The advantage of a PI controller
is better elimination of residual errors. The Monitor computes and passes the average delay
to the Feedback Controller, which computes the error e(k) between the measured delay D(k)
and the desired delay Dref . The output U(k) of the P controller is simply proportional to
the error. A digital form of the PI control function is:
U(k) = U(k − 1) + g(e(k)− r × e(k − 1)), U(0) = 0, (3.4)
where U(k) = Δb(k), the adjustment of the server process quota; g and r are design parame-
ters called the controller gain and the controller zero, respectively (see [66] for the parameters
design using Root Locus method).
3.4.5 Connection Scheduler
The Connection Scheduler serves as an actuator to control the connection delays of the client
class. It adds up the outputs from the Queueing Predictor and the Feedback Controller and
computes the individual values of process allocation b(k) for the client class. The Connection
Scheduler listens to the well-known port and accepts every incoming TCP connection request.
The Connection Scheduler maintains a (FIFO) connection queue Q and a process counter R
for the number of processes allocated to a connection.
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3.4.6 Experimentation Results
In this section, we present experimental results for our instrumented Queueing Model Based
Feedback Control Apache Web server, in which the Queueing Predictor and the Feedback
Controller are integrated.
Experimental Setup
All experiments were conducted on a testbed of PCs connected with 100Mbps Ethernet.
One machine with a 450MHz AMD K6 processor and 256MB RAM was used to run the
Web server with HTTP 1.1 enabled, and two machines with 450MHz AMD K6 processor
and 256MB or 64MB RAM were used to run clients that stress the server with a synthetic
workload. The experimental setup is as follows.
Client
We modiﬁed SURGE (Scalable URL Reference Generator) [28] to generate synthetic
Web workloads in our experiments. The current version of SURGE assumes that users do
not issue another request until they get the reply for the previous one. This assumption
does not model well the behavior of a server with many independent clients whose request
arrival times are not related to the times responses were sent to other requests. Hence, we
modiﬁed SURGE to generate URL requests with a rate independent of the server load while
still keeping the self-similarity [27,28] characteristics in the resulting traﬃc.
Server
We implemented the Queueing Predictor and Feedback Controller in the instrumented
Apache Web server [98]. The maximum number of server processes is conﬁgured to c = 128,
which models a small size Web server. Each sampling period is 600 events long in all the
experiments. To obtain a consistent system model from one sampling period to another, we




In order to evaluate the performance of the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control ap-
proach, we compared its performance with that of the feedback controller only and Queueing
Predictor only systems respectively. The goal of the system is to provide the service delay
guarantee for the client class with as few resources as possible while meeting the performance
requirement. In practice, it is common for the Web service provider to promise the premier
class certain performance guarantee while at the meantime, trying to provide as good per-
formance as possible to the other classes. Therefore, it is desirable that only the necessary
amount of resource is allocated for the premier class. Two experiments were conducted,
where the service demands were changed dramatically. In both experiments, the desired
connection delay for the class is set to Dref = 2 seconds.
 
Figure 3.7: Input load in case 1.
The input load patterns in the two experiments are shown in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.9
respectively. The collected average connection delay measured in every sampling period (i.e.
every 600 events) are shown in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.10 respectively. 5
In the ﬁrst experiment, we explore the eﬀect of adding feedback control to a resource
allocation scheme that uses a G/G/1 predictor alone for resource allocation. Figure 3.8
shows how tightly the target delay is tracked by the system, comparing the performance
5Data and ﬁgures are reported in our paper [94].
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 Figure 3.8: Exploring feedback control beneﬁts.
of the G/G/1 predictor alone to that of the predictor augmented with a P and then a PI
controller (i.e. Queueing Model Based Feedback Control). In the second experiment, we
explore the beneﬁts of adding the predictor to a resource allocation scheme that relies on
feedback control alone. Figure 3.10 compares how well the delay target is achieved in the
feedback control scheme with and without the G/G/1 predictor.
The experiments show that the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control scheme out-
performed both the queueing predictor and the feedback control scheme used in isolation.
Experimental results reveal the following observations:
• Using the aggregate of the squared errors between the target and actual connection
delay over the duration of the experiment, we can compare the performance of diﬀerent
schemes. The smaller the aggregate error, the better the convergence. The following
table summarizes the results.
• Using queueing model feed forward control alone, a large steady state error develops
(Figure 3.8). This is attributed to the fact that the Web server is not exactly a single
queue system. Thus, the model derived in this chapter is only an approximation of the
true server. The ﬂuctuation is also quite large.
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• When P (proportional) control is added, both the steady state error and ﬂuctuations
decrease (Figure 3.8). Proportional controllers are not eﬀective for correcting steady
state errors caused by load disturbance, because they need the existence of instanta-
neous errors to generate corrections.
• When integral control is added (feed forward plus PI control), the steady state error
is eliminated (Figure 3.8).
• The closed loop performance of the PI controller is much better in the presence of the
queueing predictor (Figure 3.10). This is because the predictor is able to supply an
approximate output that achieves a delay value close to the set point. The controller
therefore has to handle the residual error only.
Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the advantages of integrating a queueing the-
oretic predictor with a feedback controller to achieve QoS guarantees in networked servers.
The two components have complementary strengths, jointly oﬀering more robust tracking
of performance set points in the presence of widely unpredictable load.
While queueing theory and feedback control have been repeatedly used in isolation in
many contexts to provide performance guarantees, we are not aware of any prior work that
demonstrates and advocates their combined use within a single framework. We believe
that such a combined framework merits deeper investigation to produce better theory for
performance assurances in computing systems.
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Figure 3.10: Exploring queueing predictor beneﬁts.
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3.5 Delay Variance Reductions
Queueing Model Based Feedback Control can achieve good delay regulations. However, we
still see relative large response time variations. In this section, we improve Queueing Model
Based Feedback Control by exploiting the use of server internal queue length measurements.
The resulting Queueing Model Based Feedback Control with Queue Length Predictor (we
simply call it “Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control” in the following discussions)
allows better handling of the transient behaviors caused by rapidly changing Web traﬃc
loads. As a result, it helps reducing response time variance. Queue Length Model Based
Feedback Control can be regarded as an extension of Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control.
3.5.1 Motivations
Studies reveal that the Web traﬃc is bursty and exhibits self-similar properties [27] . It has
been shown the burstiness of Web request traﬃc can be modeled using the Pareto On/Oﬀ
distribution. In this model, packets are sent at a ﬁxed rate during On periods, and no
packets are sent during Oﬀ periods.
To evaluate the performance of diﬀerent control approaches when the traﬃc is bursty,
we extended the request generator in our simulator (Section 3.2.2) to include Pareto On/Oﬀ
traﬃc. In the simulation, there are three adjustable parameters to control the “burstiness”
of the Pareto On/Oﬀ traﬃc. The parameter Burst Time corresponds to the mean length of
On period of the traﬃc. The parameter Idle Time corresponds to the mean length of the
Oﬀ period and Interval is the inter-arrival time during On periods. In all the simulations,
the Pareto shape parameter is set to 1.5 as evidenced from real traﬃc measurements [38].
Figure 3.11 shows the delay experienced by a single client connection with Burst Time=1 ,
Idle Time =10 and Interval=0.1 under the original Queueing Model Based Feedback Con-
trol. The reference delay is set to Dref = 2. Each point in the upper ﬁgure is an average of
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response times experienced by 1000 requests. The corresponding mean and variance of the
response time are 2.0041 and 1.2034 respectively. The lower half of Figure 3.11 depicts the
time of request arrivals, which clearly shows the burstiness of the arrival traﬃc.
























Figure 3.11: Performance of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control under Pareto On/Oﬀ
source.
From Figure 3.11, we observe that under bursty traﬃc the delay ﬂuctuates around the
reference value although the long-term average mean delay is close to Dref . This is because
the online estimation of the request rate λ is a time average of the instantaneous request
rate (on the order of 500 requests in our implementation). For bursty traﬃc, during the On
periods, the instantaneous request rate is larger than the long-term average rate λ. However,
the feed forward queueing predictor’s output rate is based on λ and thus is lower than the
instantaneous request rate. Therefore, the request queue will build up and clients will
experience longer response time. On the other hand, during periods with sporadic requests,
the instantaneous request rate is smaller than λ which leads to smaller response time. Since
the variance in delay is correlated with the queue length, this observation motivates us
to consider the use of server internal queue length information in the controller design to
suppress large delay variations.
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3.5.2 Queueing Model Based Feedback Control with Queue
Length Predictor
To have a better control of the transient behavior, we utilize queue length information in
our new controller design based on Queueing Model Based Feedback Control. In fact, queue
length is closely related to the delay of a request, which equals to the sum of service times
of all requests queued ahead of it and the service time of its own.
First, we introduce a new Queue Length Model Based Predictor with an additional feed-
back term, i.e., the queue length measurements of server in the prediction of service rate
allocation μq. The procedure of Queue Length Model Based Predictor is as follows:
Step 1: At each control invocation, we measure the current queue length lcurrent and
update the request rate estimate λ.
Step 2: Based on results from queueing theory, a targeted queue length ltargeted is
computed. For example, if M/M/1 (or G/G/1) model is used to model the server, we have
lt arg eted = λD
ref . The term ltargeted gives the desired queue length in steady state under the
current mean request rate λ and targeted delay reference.
Step 3: Let μq = (
1
Dref
+ λ) +K × (lcurrent − lt arg eted) be the new model output service
rate (i.e. feed forward service rate). The ﬁrst term ( 1
Dref
+ λ) is the same as the Queueing
Predictor in the original Queueing Model Based Feedback Control approach. The second
term K×(l current − ltargeted) represents the queue length feedback. K is a constant control
gain, in practice, we can set K = 1/Dref .
In essence, this new queue length model based predictor adjusts the estimated service
rate μq not only based on the request rate estimation but also on the degree of server queue
built-up. From discussions in Section 3.5.1, if the request rate in the current control interval
is larger than the mean request rate estimation λ, we have lcurrent > ltargeted. Therefore, the
second term (“Queue Length Predictor”) is positive in Step 3, which helps to clear up the
queue and thus reduces the client experienced response time.
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The proposed Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control architecture is shown in
Figure 3.12. In this architecture, the Queue Length Model Based Predictor outputs a service
rate allocation μq based on the online measurement of request rates, reference delay D
ref and
current queue length lcurrent. The feedback controller calculates a service rate adjustment
Δμ according to the diﬀerence between delay reference Dref and measured delay D in each
control interval. Lastly, the sum of μq and Δμ, i.e, μ is used to determine the system resource
quota to be applied to the server.
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Figure 3.12: Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control architecture.
3.5.3 Eﬀect of Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control
We implemented the Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control in our simulation pack-
age. To verify the design of the proposed controller, we experiment with the same Pareto
On/Oﬀ traﬃc (with parameters Burst Time = 1, Idle Time = 10 and Interval = 0.1) as
in Section 3.5.1. Figure 3.13 demonstrates the controlled server performance using the new
Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control. The variance of the client response time
reduces to 0.0051 as compared with 1.2034 using the previous Queueing Model Based Feed-
back Control approach. In addition, the average response time of both approaches are very
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close to Dref = 2. We see using the new controller, even with this extremely bursty traﬃc,
good delay regulation can be achieved.
























Figure 3.13: Performance of Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control under Pareto
On/Oﬀ source.
3.5.4 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control
using real-life Web server traces. Experiments are performed using the World Cup 98 Web
trace [7].
Trace-driven Simulation
First, we evaluate the performance via simulation. We extend our simulator to use real-world
Web trace for generating client requests. Figure 3.14 shows the simulation result using the
world cup trace as client requests.
We see both schemes perform well by regulating the delay close to the delay reference,
but by adding the additional queue length predictor, Queue Length Model Based Feedback
Control incurs lower variance than Queueing Model Based Feedback Control.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of two schemes using Web trace-driven simulation.
Experimental Results
We have implemented Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control on Apache web server
2.0.7 with Linux kernel 2.4.20. In our implementation, Apache and Linux kernel are modiﬁed
to provide state information (such as queue length) used in the control system.
All experiments are conducted on a testbed consisted of two PCs connected through
100Mbps Ethernet. The client machine is equipped with a 1.7GHZ Intel Pentium IV pro-
cessor and 512MB RAM. httperf [41] is used as synthetic client request generator on the
client. We modiﬁed httperf to generate realistic workload from real Apache access log (i.e.
web traces explained below). The server machine has a 333MHZ Intel Pentium II processor
and 256MB RAM, which runs Apache 2.0.7 and Linux kernel 2.4.20.
Experiments are performed using the World Cup 98 Web trace [7]. For the World Cup
98 trace, inter-arrival time is calculated between consecutive requests and scaled by diﬀerent
scale values among 1.0, 0.5, 0.3, 0.2, such that
Adjusted Interarrival Time= Interarrival Time from the Trace × Scale Value
In all experiments, the reference delay is set to 0.1 (seconds).
We compare the performance of original Queueing Model Based Feedback Control and
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Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control (i.e. with queue length predictor) under the
world cup trace workload. The mean and variance of delay measurements collected from the
testbed are summarized in Table 3.2.
From Table 3.2, we observe that Queue Length Model Based Feedback Control can
regulate the delay better than the plain Queueing Model Based Feedback Control. The
response time is very close to the reference delay of 0.1 second. Furthermore, the variance
of response time is also smaller than the approach when there is no queue length predictor
added. So our recommendation is when server internal queue length is available, we can
further improve the performance of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control by adding the
queue length predictor in to suppress delay variance, especially when the traﬃc is bursty.







Mean(RT) Var(RT) Mean(RT) Var(RT)
0.3 0.089887 s 0.005249 0.105355 s 0.000274
0.2 1.149359 s 0.285477 0.109762 s 0.000337
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter introduced a new performance regulation framework — Queueing Model Based
Feedback Control. It can track the QoS for computing systems in unpredictable environ-
ments. Queueing Model Based Feedback Control integrates components from both queueing
theory and feedback control. We discuss fundamental issues and problems that arise in
implementing this framework. Both simulation and experimental results demonstrated the
eﬀectiveness of the proposed framework. We also propose adding queue length feedback to
further reduce the output variance. The resulting Queue Length Model Based Feedback




Queueing Model Based Adaptive
Control of Multi-Tiered Web
Applications
In this Chapter, we present Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control, which can be con-
sidered as an instance within the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework. It
combines queueing model predictor and adaptive feedback control. We show by using adap-
tive control as the feedback loop, we can achieve better QoS tracking of the underlying
applications compared with those schemes when non-adaptive feedback loop was used, espe-
cially in the case when the queueing model used is not very accurate. In this case, adaptive
feedback controller can self-tune the control parameters in adaptation to the possible model
inaccuracies and measurement errors. We evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme
in controlling the timing behavior via admission control for a multi-tiered Web service ap-
plication.
The purpose of this chapter is two-fold. First it shows that by using diﬀerent combina-
tions of queueing models and feedback control techniques, we can get a family of Queueing
Model Based Feedback Control schemes suited for diﬀerent applications and diﬀerent QoS
goals. Secondly, we show Queueing Model Based Feedback Control has wide application to
autonomic performance management. It can be applied not only in single-node server sys-
tems (as shown in Chapter 3), but also in general computing systems including multi-tiered
Web applications 1.
1Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [60,61]
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4.1 Introduction and Motivation
In Chapter 3, we present Queueing Model Based Feedback Control, a new framework for
controlling the performance of computing systems. It utilizes the modeling (descriptive)
power of queueing theory and the dynamic management (prescriptive) power of feedback
control, hence it can give better QoS tracking than other previously proposed approaches.
When controlling complex systems such as multi-tiered Web service applications [44,60],
we may use a simple queueing model to design the feed forward Queueing Predictor. This
is because a simple model is usually easier to get, and it renders a smaller parameter space
thus easier for online estimation and control purposes. On the other hand, a simpler model
also means larger model inaccuracies. A simple model may not be able to capture the full
dynamics of the underlying computing system. In this case, if we use a P or PI controller
based on linearization of the queueing model, the performance of the Queueing Model Based
Feedback control may not be fully satisﬁable. This is because the queueing model applied
is only an approximation to the original system, the so obtained linearized residual error
model may be oﬀ from the system residual dynamics. Hence the performance of the system
may degrade.
To solve this problem, in this chapter we present Queueing Model Based Adaptive Con-
trol, which uses adaptive control techniques to design the feedback control loop within
the Queueing Model Based Feedback Control framework. Adaptive feedback controller can
self-tune the control parameters in adaptation to the possible model inaccuracies and mea-
surement errors. By using an example application of overload control for a multi-tiered Web
site, we show that Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control can achieve better performance
regulation for complex applications when accurate queueing models are hard to obtain.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives the background
of overload control for multi-tiered Web applications. Section 4.3 provides the formal de-
scription of Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control approach. Section 4.4 describes our
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experimental testbed and the implementation. Section 4.5 shows and discusses the experi-
mental results in detail. Finally, Section 4.6 summarizes our conclusions.
4.2 Background
4.2.1 Muti-Tiered Web Application Architecture
Modern Web applications use a multi-tiered architecture to provide required services. While
some Web applications use two tiers — Web server and database server — high volume
sites typically add a third tier: application server to support complex business logic. As a
consequence, most deployed Web applications utilize a 3-tiered architecture that is illustrated
in Figure 4.1. This 3-tiered architecture provides a high level of scalability and reliability [14].
 
Figure 4.1: 3-Tiered Web application architecture.
In the 3-tiered architecture, on the front line of a typical Web site is the Web server that
acts as the presentation layer. This tier has three functionalities: (1) receives requests from
the clients and service static Web requests; (2) at the same time forwards complex dynamic
content requests to the 2nd tier; (3) receives responses from the 2nd tier and sends them
back to the clients. Typical Web server includes Apache and Microsoft Internet Information
Server (IIS).
All the business logic for a Web site resides in the 2nd tier – application server. Appli-
cation server receives requests from Web server, looks up information in the database (3rd
tier) and processes the information. The processed information is then passed back to the
Web server where it is formatted to be displayed on clients’ machines. Typical application
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servers include Apache Tomcat, Sun Java System Application Server, BEA WebLogic, IBM
WebSphere, and JBOSS.
The 3rd tier – database server is the storehouse of a Web site’s information. Everything
from user accounts and catalogs to reports and customer orders is stored in the database.
Typical database servers used in Web applications include Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server,
Sybase, IBM DB2, MySQL, and PostgreSQL.
To evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed scheme in this Chapter, we built a testbed
to emulate an online Web services provider in our Lab. The front-end is using Apache
Web server [98], the application server is running Tomcat [99], and the backend database is
running MySQL [77]. The reasons why we select this combination are:
1. All of them are open source projects and freely available;
2. Their performances are among the highest of all individual components;
3. They are widely used on the Internet, even in commercial sites such as Amazon.com,
Mp3.com and Yahoo Finance.
Hence this combination is quite representative of the current technology. It is worth noting
that the performance control approach proposed in this chapter (Section 4.3) does not depend
on this speciﬁc combination and is general enough for other Web application deployments.
4.2.2 Response Time Regulation via Admission Control for an
Overloaded Web Site
The QoS of a Web application is often deﬁned as a set of criteria, referred to as Service
Level Aggrements (SLAs) [37, 42]. One of the most commonly used SLAs is expressed as a
maximum average response time guarantee, above which is not acceptable to the clients. In
fact, in Web applications, prolonged response times usually lead to lowered usage of a site,
and subsequently, reduced revenues [37].
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One problem frequently encountered by Web services providers is overload [23,103], where
the volume of requests for transactions at a site exceeds the site’s capacity. Overload causes
longer delays to the clients or even denial of service and is a major reason for SLA violations.
Admission control [24,25] is an eﬀective technique that prevents a system from overload.
The idea is reducing the amount of work required when faced with overload by dropping a
portion of the requests. This way, the server can service the accepted requests faster and meet
the response time SLA. However, dropping too many requests should be prevented since this
will also cause revenue loss. So the key question is, “What is the minimum portion of requests
to be dropped when the Web site is overloaded in order for the accepted requests to meet
their response time SLA?” An online feedback based admission control scheme is illustrated
in Figure 4.2. A controller periodically takes performance measurements (measured delay2
d) of the Web site from a monitoring agent, compares it with the desired performance
(reference delay Dref ), and adjusts the admitting probability (Pa) to meet the performance
goal (Dref ). The changes to the admitting probability can be actuated through an admission
control (AC) module. For example, the AC module can be implemented through a proxy
agent (Section 4.4). Through the AC module, a request is accepted with probability Pa, and
dropped with probability Pd = 1− Pa.
4.3 Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control
4.3.1 Overview of the Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control
Architecture
In this section, we describe the fundamental elements of the Queueing Model Based Adap-
tive Control. It can be think of as an instance within the Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control framework (refer to Figure 3.1). We will use the response time regulation problem















Figure 4.2: Online feedback based admission control architecture.
discussed in Section 4.2.2 as a motivating application example. Figure 4.3 shows the pro-
posed architecture. In our proposed architecture, there is a feed forward control loop and a
feedback adaptive control loop working together to output the control command (admitting
probability Pa) necessary to achieve a speciﬁed average delay target (D
ref ).
As discussed in the general architecture of Queueing Model Based Feedback Control (Sec-
tion 3.2), the feed forward loop is composed of a Queueing Predictor. It takes measurements
through a monitor from the computing system (Web site) to be controlled, and uses classical
results from queueing theory to predict a control command (admitting probability) necessary
to achieve the speciﬁed average delay target given the currently observed average workload.
Let’s call the admitting probability produced by this feed forward queueing predictor as Pma .
Since queueing model used in the predictor serves only as an approximation of the real Web
site, the performance of the Web site (measured average delay d) using the queueing model
predicted admitting probability Pma may be oﬀ from the targeted delay reference D
ref . To
correct this “residual error”, we exploit an adaptive feedback loop.
The feedback control loop compares the actual delay achieved to the desired delay refer-
ence and adjusts the admitting probability accordingly in an incremental manner to ensure
that the desired delay is maintained. In the discussion of Queueing Model Based Feedback
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Control in Chapter 3, the controller design in the feedback loop is based on linearization
of the queueing model. This is the approach used in papers [44, 94]. Here we propose to
use adaptive control algorithm to design the feedback controller. This is because when the
queueing model serves only as an approximation of the underlying Web site to be controlled,
the further linearized model could be far oﬀ in representing the relationship between control
command adjustments (ΔPa) and the residual error corrections (Δd) well. Hence the feed-
back controller build on top of the linearized model may lead to degraded performances in
terms of correcting the residual errors.
In Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control, we propose using adaptive control to design
the feedback loop. In the adaptive control design, an online estimator will ﬁrst estimate an
appropriate residual error model based on the measurements of inputs (control command ad-
justments ΔPa) and outputs (residual errors Δd). Then the adaptive controller will produce
the adjustments of admitting probability ΔPa based on this online estimated model. The
adaptive nature of the feedback loop can help to correct errors due to model inaccuracies
and disturbances coming from load changes using online measurements. Hence we anticipate
the adaptive feedback loop will produce better control performance. A detailed discussion
of how we design the adaptive feedback loop is given in Section 4.3.3.
As we see from Figure 4.3, the sum of queueing model predicted Pma and adaptive feedback
loop produced ΔPa will be used as the real admitting probability in the admission control
module for the multi-tiered Web application.
4.3.2 Queueing Predictor Design
Our abstraction for the multi-tiered Web application is an M/GI/1 Processor Sharing queue
(M/GI/1/PS). There are two reasons to use this simple queueing model in our design. First,
modeling computing systems by a single queue is a commonly used simpliﬁcation, because
the performance of a computing systems is often dominated by a bottleneck stage. The
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Figure 4.3: Architecture of Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control.
tiered Web application we study. Second, we want to conduct a fair comparison with other
approaches in the performance evaluation (Section 4.5). Since other approaches especially
the one presented in [44] also uses this simple M/GI/1/PS model, we opt using it as well. In
fact, we will show even with this simple model, the performance of the resulting system is
very good (Section 4.5) and out-performs previous approaches. If more accurate models such
as queueing network models [60] are used, we anticipate the performance of the resulting
system should be further improved.
We begin our queueing predictor design by introducing some notations similar to those
presented in [44]. We denote by RT (x) the mean response time of a job whose job size (or
service time) is x. The job size in an M/GI/1 system is an i.i.d. random variable, denoted
by X. Its probability distribution function is denoted by F (X), with a mean denoted by










RTPS (t) dF (t) =
E [X]
1− ρ . (4.2)
Let the request arrival rate to the Web site be λ (t). When the arrival is modulated
by the admission control module with an admission probability Pa (t), the eﬀective arrival




1− λ (t)Pa (t)E [X] . (4.3)
The goal of the performance control is to make the response time of admitted requests
as close to the reference delay Dref as possible. Suppose the queueing model is accurate,
then from Equation (4.3), we know by setting
Pma (t) =
Dref − E [X]
λ (t) ·Dref · E [X] , (4.4)
we can get the steady state response time to be Dref . Hence Equation (4.4) gives the
queueing model predicted admitting probability for the admission control.
4.3.3 Adaptive Feedback Loop Design
In this section, we present the controller design of the adaptive feedback loop. The purpose
of the adaptive control loop is to correct the “residual errors” of the response time (Δd) by
tuning the adjustment of admitting probability ΔPa.
In adaptive control theory, an adaptive controller is formed by combining an online pa-
rameter estimator, which provides estimates of unknown parameters at each control instant,
with a control law that is motivated from the known parameter case. The way the parameter
estimator is combined with the control law gives rise to two diﬀerent approaches. In the
ﬁrst approach, referred to as indirect adaptive control, the plant parameters are estimated
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online and used to calculate the controller parameters. In the second approach, referred to as
direct adaptive control, the plant model is parameterized in terms of the controller parame-
ters that are estimated directly without intermediate calculations involving plant parameter
estimates [9].
In this chapter, we apply direct adaptive control in the adaptive feedback loop design
for its simplicity. In particular, we use the scheme presented in [33]. In order to construct
the control law, the adaptive controller ﬁrst needs to estimate a model for the system whose
parameters can be used in the controller. In the following discussion, we describe the scheme
using a general model:
A(q−1)y(k) = q−dB0(q−1)u(k), (4.5)
where:
A(q−1) = 1 + a1q−1 + ... + anq−n,
B0(q
−1) = b0 + b1q−1 + ... + bmq−m, b0 = 0,
(4.6)
and y(k) is the control output, u (k) is the control input (command). In our admission control
application, y(k) corresponds to response time residual error Δd (k) , and u (k) corresponds
to admitting probability adjustment ΔPa (k).
The model parameters of Equation (4.5) are estimated using a Recursive Least-Squares
(RLS) estimator [9], which is an online version of the well-known least-square estimator.
Let
φ (k) =[y (k) , y (k − 1) , . . . , y (k − n + 1) , u (k) ,
u (k − 1) , . . . , u (k −m− d + 1)]T , (4.7)
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and
θ (k) =[θ1 (k) , . . . , θn (k) , θn+1 (k) ,
θn+2 (k) , . . . , θn+m+d (k)]
T , (4.8)
then the RLS algorithm works as follows:
P (k − 1) =P (k − 2)−
[
1 + φ (k − d)T P (k − 2)φ(k − d)
]−1
· P (k − 2)φ (k − d)φ (k − d)T P (k − 2), (4.9)
θ (k) =θ (k − 1) + P (k − 1)φ (k − d) [y (k)
− φ (k − d)T θ (k − 1)]. (4.10)
Finally, the control law is given by solving:
φ (k)T θ (k) = y∗ (k + d) , (4.11)
where y∗ (k) is the reference input at time instance k. In our case, since we want to make
the “residual errors” to diminish, we set y∗ (k) = 0. The above algorithm begins with initial
conditions P (−1) = p0I and p0 > 0.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the direct adaptive control scheme we use in the Queueing Model
Based Adaptive Control architecture. It replaces the dummy adaptive control loop in Fig-
ure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Adaptive feedback loop design using direct adaptive control.
4.4 Experiment Setup and Implementation
To validate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control, we
built a testbed for response time regulation of a 3-tiered Web application using the proposed
approach. In this section, we describe the testbed set-up and the hardware and software
environment.
Figure 4.5 shows our testbed infrastructure. The testbed is composed of four machines.
One of them is used as client workload generator and the other three machines are used
as Web server, application server and database server respectively. They are connected via
100Mbps Ethernet connections. We use a proxy server for intercepting the requests and
implementing the sensor, controller and actuator (Section 4.4.2). Though these modules
can also be implemented in the Web server, we opt for using a separate proxy because this
will make the implementation more modular and the modiﬁcations are non-intrusive to the
Web application components. Non-intrusive approach is usually preferred by Web hosting
companies because it can avoid possible bugs introduced by the new modules into the original
components. The proxy server we use is very lightweight, so in our testbed, we put it on
the same machine with the Web server to minimize communication overheads between the
proxy and Web server.
The client machine is equipped with a 2.8 GHZ Intel Pentium IV processor and 512MB
RAM. TPC-W client emulator [100] is used as synthetic workload generator on the client
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Figure 4.5: Testbed infrastructure.
(Section 4.4.1). The Apache Web server (and the proxy) machine has a 1GHZ Intel Pentium
III processor and 256MB RAM, which runs Apache 2.0.7 [98]. The application server machine
has a 1.5GHZ Intel Pentium III processor and 256MB RAM, which runs Tomcat 5.0 [99].
The database server machine has a 1GHZ Intel Pentium III processor and 512MB RAM,
which runs MySQL 4.1.7 [77].
4.4.1 Client Workload Generator
We use TPC-W [100], an industry standard e-Commerce benchmarking tool for our E-
commerce Web site testbed. TPC-W from the Transaction Processing Council (TPC) is
a transactional Web benchmark speciﬁcally designed for evaluating e-commerce systems.
Thus, it implements all functionalities that typical e-commerce Web sites provide, including
multiple online browser sessions, dynamic Web page generations, database transactions,
authentications and authorizations. TPC-W speciﬁes 14 unique Web interactions, which
are diﬀerent from each other in the sense that they require diﬀerent amount of server side
work. Most interactions require generation of dynamic pages and database queries, range
from simple select SQL statements to complicated transactions.
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We modiﬁed a Java implementation of TPC-W from the PHARM group at the University
of Wisconsin [15] to make it compatible with the newest version of Tomcat and MySQL
installed in our testbed. It implements all functionalities in TPC-W speciﬁcation. The
database is conﬁgured to contain 10,000 items and 288,000 customers. In our tests, we use
12 Web interactions, except two of the original 14 deﬁned in the TPC-W speciﬁcation, since
these two are only used for administrative purpose. The 12 Web interactions are rotationally
generated to be sent to the Web server.
4.4.2 Controller, sensor and actuator implementation
Tinyproxy 1.6.1 [43] is modiﬁed and used to implement the sensor (monitor), controller and
actuator modules. Tinyproxy is a lightweight and fast HTTP proxy that consumes less
resource than fully equipped proxies such as Squid [21]. In our testbed, all HTTP requests
from clients ﬂow through Tinyproxy and are forwarded to Apache Web server. Responses
from the Web server also return back to clients through Tinyproxy. In our modiﬁcations, we
ﬁrst implement a sensor (monitor) module. It monitors both HTTP requests from clients and
responses from the Web server. The monitor also calculates parameters such as client request
rates and the performance metric – average response time of requests. These parameters
and metrics are then sent to the controller module via shared memory.
The controller module implements the main algorithms of Queueing Model Based Adap-
tive Control. It is composed of two parts: The Queueing Predictor takes the measured client
request rates from the sensor module and produces the model predicted admitting proba-
bility Pa; The Adaptive Feedback Controller takes the measured average response time as
input and produces the admitting probability adjustment ΔPa. Then the combined drop-
ping probability Pd = 1 − (Pa + ΔPa) is sent to the actuator. In our implementation, we
conﬁne Pa, ΔPa to be within range (0.1, 1.0) and Pd to be within range (0.0, 0.9).
The actuator is implemented in the following way within Tinyproxy. It randomly drops
a request from clients based on the dropping probability Pd got from the controller module.
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4.4.3 Determination of other parameters
The mean service time E[X] to be used in the Queueing Predictor is measured oﬄine. To
this end, a very light workload is applied to the Web site. Under the light workload, since
there is no queueing delay the measured mean response time approximates the mean service
time E[X]. To remove possible measurement noises, we conducted the measurement test 5
times and averaged the measured response times to get E[X] = 0.035 sec.
In order to implement the adaptive controller, we need to determine the model orders
d,m and n. Due to the digital implementation of the feedback controller, the eﬀect of
control command determined on time interval k can only be measured in interval k + 1, so
we set delay order d = 1. For computing systems, the model orders n and m are usually
ﬁxed and low [35] and can be estimated oﬄine. In practice, we use the following method
to determine them. We ﬁrst disable the adaptive feedback controller and collect oﬄine
data Δd by making use only the queueing model predictor and a white noise input of ΔPa.
Under diﬀerent combinations of n and m, we use model identiﬁcation method – least square
estimator to ﬁnd the corresponding model parameters θ, then we test which θ got from these
combinations gives good ﬁtting. By “good ﬁtting”, we mean using the θ, a new data group
of collected data pairs {(ΔPa,Δd)} produces high r2 value [63]. In our system, we ﬁnd n = 1
and m = 0 give relatively good ﬁtting.
4.5 Experimental Results
In this section we present detailed experimental results to show the eﬀectiveness of Queueing
Model Based Adaptive Control approach. To this end, we compare the performance of four
diﬀerent approaches with each other. They are:
(1) Queueing model only; (feed forward queueing predictor only)
(2) Adaptive control only (approach proposed in [68] and [46]);
(3) Queueing model + PI control (approach proposed in [94] and [44], also discussed in
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Chapter 3);
(4) Queueing model + Adaptive control (approach proposed in this chapter, i.e. Queue-
ing Model Based Adaptive Control).
Among them, approach (2) is proposed in work by Lu et al. [68] and Karlsson et al. [46].
It only uses an adaptive control loop. Approach (3) is the Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control using PI controller as the feedback loop design. It was published in [94] and [44].
Approach (4) is the Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control proposed in this chapter.
The comparisons are based on the measurements obtained from the testbed. In all the
experiments, the reference delay was set to Dref = 0.10 second, which is a typical user
acceptable response time. At each control period, the average request arrival rate and
average response time of that interval are measured. These values are used in the controllers’
calculations for diﬀerent approaches to produce the corresponding dropping probabilities Pd.
The resulting dropping probability is then set in Tinyproxy’s actuator module to take into
actuation.
Two sets of workloads were used in our tests. The ﬁrst set, Workload A (WLA) is a
simple workload which has exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with mean 0.025 sec.
The second set, Workload B (WLB) is a more complicated workload which is changing.
From time t = 0 sec to t = 150 sec, WLB is the same as WLA. At time t = 150 sec, a second
workload with the same mean inter-arrival time (0.025 sec) joins in, which makes the total
request rate twice as much as that of WLA.
4.5.1 Comparisons of Diﬀerent Approaches under Workload A
First, we tested the four approaches under workload A. Each test runs for 300 seconds. In
order for the readers to better distinguish between the result graphs of diﬀerent approaches,
we plot the response time measurements under workload A in two ﬁgures. Figure 4.6 com-
pares the response time measurements of Queueing model only, Adaptive control only and
Queueing model + Adaptive control. Figure 4.7 compares the response time measurements
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of Queueing model + PI control versus Queueing model + Adaptive control. In these ﬁg-
ures, x-axis is the experiment run time in seconds. Each point shows the averaged response





































Figure 4.6: Performance comparison of Queueing model only, Adaptive control only and
Queueing model + Adaptive control approaches under workload A.















0.474 0.233 0.218 0.181
• Using the aggregate of the squared errors between the desired (reference) and actual
connection delay over the duration of the experiment, we can compare the performance
of diﬀerent schemes. The smaller the aggregate error, the better the convergence.
Table 4.1 summarizes the results.
• Using Queueing model only approach, a large steady state error develops (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparison of Queueing model + PI control and Queueing model
+ Adaptive control approaches under workload A.
single-queue system. Thus, the model derived in this chapter is only an approximation
of the true Web site. The ﬂuctuation is also quite large.
• Queueing model + PI control approach’s performance is better than that of Adaptive
control only approach. This is attributed to the fact that Adaptive control uses linear
model to approximate the real system, in which the online estimator need to run for
some time before settling near the true parameter values. However, in the case of
Queueing model + PI control approach, the queueing predictor is an approximation
of the Web application being controlled, it can help jump to the vicinity of the true
control value faster. And the PI controller will help to reduce the residual errors.
• The proposed Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control out-performs other approaches.
This is because ﬁrst, the queueing predictor is able to supply an approximate control
value that achieves a response time close to the set point. Secondly, in terms of
correcting the residual errors, the PI control loop is based on the linearization of the
approximated queueing model. On the other hand, adaptive feedback loop can ﬁnd
better control value adjustments based on online measurements and adaptations.
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4.5.2 Comparisons of Diﬀerent Approaches under Workload B
Now we present the results of experiments under a changing workload — WLB. Since ap-
proaches using queueing predicator give better results, we will only show the comparison of
Queueing model + PI control (approach (3)) and Queueing model + Adaptive control (ap-
proach (4)). Figure 4.8 compares the response time measurements of these two approaches.
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Figure 4.8: Performance comparison of Queueing model + PI control and Queueing model
+ Adaptive control approaches under workload B.







Aggregate error 0.521 0.252
As we can see from both Figure 4.8 and Table 4.2, the proposed Queueing Model Based
Adaptive Control approach has smaller error and achieves better response time regulation.
Our experimental evaluation demonstrates the advantages of integrating a queueing pre-
dictor with an adaptive feedback loop to achieve performance guarantees in Web applications.
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The two components have complementary strengths, jointly oﬀering more robust tracking
of performance set points in the presence of widely unpredictable load.
While queueing theory and adaptive control theory have been repeatedly used in isolation
in many contexts to provide performance guarantees, we are not aware of any prior work that
demonstrates and advocates their combined use within a single framework. We believe that
by exploiting diﬀerent queueing models for queueing predictor design and diﬀerent control
techniques for feedback loop design, the framework of Queueing Model Based Feedback
Control can be tailored for diﬀerent QoS control goals in diﬀerent applications.
4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we studied Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control approach for per-
formance regulation of computing systems. In this approach, the queueing predictor and
adaptive feedback controller operate concurrently in a complementary manner to make the
performance of the system meet the desired target. The feed forward queueing predictor
controls the system state near an equilibrium operation point, in spite of changes in the
arrival process. The adaptive controller corrects errors due to the inaccuracies in the queue-
ing model and disturbances by using online estimation and adaptation. Queueing Model
Based Adaptive Control can be regarded as one instance within the Queueing Model Based
Feedback Control framework. To evaluate the eﬃcacy of the proposed approach, we build a
multi-tiered Web application testbed with open-source components widely used in industry.
We implemented Queueing Model Based Adaptive Control in the testbed. Experimental
studies show it achieves better response time regulation than previous proposals.
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Chapter 5
On-demand Real-Time Guard: A New
Software Fault Tolerance Architecture
In this chapter, we study how to use feedback control to provide fault tolerance for real-
time control systems. We propose ORTGA (On-demand Real-Time GuArd), a new fault
tolerance architecture which exploits feedback control of software execution to achieve fault
tolerance. 1
5.1 Introduction
Real-time and embedded systems are now a central part of our lives. They have already
been used in a variety of diﬀerent markets, including aerospace, communication systems,
automobiles, healthcare, and personal electronics to name a few. Real-time and embedded
systems research is regarded as one of the next IT (Information Technology) frontier [1].
A real-time system has well-deﬁned timing constraints. Diﬀerent from general types of
computer systems, a real-time system is considered to function correctly only if it returns
the correct result within the system-wide timing constraints [58]. A typical deﬁnition of
real-time system is “a computer system in which the correctness of the system depends
not only on the logical result of computation, but also on the time at which the result is
produced.” [96]
An embedded system is a special-purpose computer system, which is completely encap-
sulated by the device it operates. Typical embedded systems include MP3 player, cellu-
lar phone, printer, ATM machine, avionic, PDA, household appliances, ABS, and medical
1Our related publications contribute to this chapter are [22,59].
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equipment. Since a signiﬁcant amount of embedded systems are for control/communication
applications, they usually have stringent temporal requirements, they are also real-time sys-
tems.
Reliable functioning of real-time systems is of paramount concern to the millions of
users that depend on these systems everyday. However, fault and failures can occur in
real-time systems. Failures can be caused by hardware (e.g., electro-mechanical device)
malfunctions and/or faults, software (e.g., the processes/threads running on a computer)
faults, or the communication channel faults between the system components for networked
real-time embedded systems.
Hardware faults and communication channel faults, which are typically tolerated by
hardware redundancy [26] and techniques such as message buﬀering [34], are not the focus
of this dissertation. We will focus on how to tolerate software faults in real-time control
systems using a feedback based approach.
In real-time control systems, software faults can be categorized along three dimen-
sions [92]:
1. Resource sharing faults: corrupting other module’s code and data;
2. Timing faults: failure to meet timing constraints;
3. Semantic faults: producing wrong values.
Simplex [89,92] is a software architecture which facilitates the building of dependable real-
time control systems. It provides dynamic toleration of software faults. In Simplex, resource
sharing faults are handled by address space protections and the protection of shared critical
resource such as I/O channels through OS support. Timing faults are handled through the
real-time scheduling methods such as the Generalized Rate-Monotonic Scheduling (GRMS)
theory [49, 95]. Semantic faults are handled through Analytical Redundancy by running
redundant high-assurance controller to guard the system. Simplex has been successfully
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used in applications such as automated maneuvering of aircrafts [88] and semiconductor
wafer-making facility [89] etc.
However, there are two drawbacks of the Simplex fault tolerance architecture:
1. In Simplex, the analytical redundant high-assurance controller runs in parallel with
high-performance controller even when there is no fault occurs. This unnecessarily
lowers the total CPU utilizations available to other active tasks. In most well-tested
industrial applications, failures are infrequent. A parallelly-running high-assurance
controller nearly doubles the CPU execution time for a single plant, makes Simplex a
high-cost scheme. Since real-time embedded systems are usually resource-constraint,
this drawback keeps the application of Simplex from those applications where both an
eﬃcient resource utilization and a high fault coverage are desired.
2. The design of Simplex is based on the assumption that high-assurance controller and
high-performance controller are running at the same period. This assumption sim-
pliﬁes the scheduling analysis of real-time control tasks. However, for digital con-
trol applications, sampling/control periods2 have performance eﬀects on the system
being controlled [9, 90, 93]. In practical applications, diﬀerent controllers can be im-
plemented at diﬀerent periods for diﬀerent performance considerations. Hence the
original Simplex lacks the ﬂexibility to allow diﬀerent sampling implementations of
the high-assurance controller and the high-performance controller. When fault oc-
curs in using the high-performance controller, ideally the system designer prefers to
run the high-assurance controller at a faster rate to help recover from the fault and
protect the system promptly. So it is desirable to remove the restriction in Simplex
that high-assurance controller and high-performance controller must run at the same
period.
2In this chapter, we use the terms of a controller’s “sampling/control period”, “sampling period” and
“control period” interchangeably. When there is no ambiguity in the context, we simply use “period” for
brevity.
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To tackle these drawbacks, we designed a new fault tolerance architecture called ORTGA
(On-demand Real-Time GuArd). ORTGA delivers the same functionalities as the original
Simplex, with the same high fault coverage and reliability. Unlike Simplex, ORTGA has
advantages including that it allows more eﬃcient resource utilization and more ﬂexibility.
In ORTGA, the high-assurance controller is running in an on-demand fashion. Only when
a fault is detected, will the high-assurance controller be kicked in to replace the faulty high-
performance controller. In ORTGA, at any time, only one controller will be active to control
the plant. As a result, much resource is saved. ORTGA also allows the high-assurance
controller and high-performance controller to be running at diﬀerent periods, which gives
more ﬂexibility for control and fault tolerance design.
ORTGA exploits the idea of feedback control of software execution to achieve fault toler-
ance. We will discuss in detail the design principle and architecture of ORTGA in Section 5.3.
The design and implementation of ORTGA raises an important research issue: the co-
design of fault tolerance and scheduling in real-time control systems. Two main challenges
exist with respect to this problem. One is the determination of the control loop period of
the high-assurance controller during a recovery. The other is the schedulability analysis of
mode-changes incurred by the recovery.
With respect to the ﬁrst challenge, from the fault-tolerance point of view, a larger maxi-
mum stability region allows more admissible states of the high-performance controller, hence
prevents false alarms. This favors a shorter control loop period of the digital implementation
of the high-assurance controller. On the other hand, from the scheduling point of view, a
too short control loop period of the digital controller may lead to low schedulability of the
whole task set due to its increased utilization. How to tradeoﬀ between the fault coverage
and schedulability is the main problem.
With respect to the second challenge, when the control mode is changed from the faulty
high-performance controller (HPC) to the high-assurance controller (HAC) during a recov-
ery, the execution time and control loop period may be changed too. This potentially causes
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a mode-change problem, which requires detailed schedulability analysis. Further, schedula-
bility analysis of the task set with mode-change should be considered together with the fault
coverage design, as we will discuss in Section 5.5.
When there are multiple plants, there may be random multiple faults occurring, leading
to possible concurrent recoveries. In this case, the schedulability analysis becomes extremely
diﬃcult. A practical and feasible solution is desired. Though the optimal co-design of fault
tolerance and scheduling for multiple plants is an open problem, we provide a practical
solution in this chapter.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We ﬁrst discuss feedback control of
software execution in Section 5.2. Then we present the proposed ORTGA architecture in
Section 5.3. We discuss the implementation and evaluation of ORTGA based on an inverted
pendulum prototype in Section 5.4. Finally, we propose the fault tolerance and scheduling
co-design problem and present its solutions in Sections 5.5 and 5.6.
5.2 Feedback Control of Software Execution for
Software Fault Tolerance
Feedback is a universal mechanism which exists in many disciplines. Human uses feedback to
correct faults and progress. Government uses feedback to avoid corruption and advance. Car
cruise control uses feedback control to meet the targeted speed. Feedback is also commonly
used in software industry: many Web sites (such as Amazon.com) use client feedbacks to
improve their design; software vendors often employ user feedbacks to help select new features
to be included in future releases; Microsoft uses application crash report (a kind of feedback)
to improve the reliability of Windows operating system. In this chapter, we discuss using
feedback to achieve software fault tolerance. Speciﬁcally, we propose ORTGA, a new fault
tolerance architecture for real-time control systems.











Figure 5.1: A typical feedback control loop.
execution to achieve fault tolerance. In order to understand this notion, let’s ﬁrst look at
what are essential elements related to feedback control to make a general system (such as a
social system – a government) fault tolerant?
Faults abound in any complex system such as a human government. Some kind of faults
can not be easily eliminated. These include human operation errors and corruptions, to name
a few. Instead, these faults/errors are facts to be coped with. The idea of fault tolerance
is to respond gracefully to these faults and not make them aﬀect the healthy operations of
the whole system. The ﬁrst step in achieving a fault tolerant system is to detect the faults.
Common ways to detect faults in a government include auditing or collecting employee
feedbacks. We call this step as (fault) identiﬁcation step. After a fault is identiﬁed, we
need to decide what is a good way to get rid of the fault, or at least conﬁne the fault from
propagating to other functional units. The result is a correction scheme. We call this second
step as decision step. The last step is to make sure the correction scheme is executed in
order to correct the fault occurred. We call the last step as execution step.
These three steps correspond to a typical feedback control loop for an electro-mechanical
system, as shown in Figure 5.1. The (fault) identiﬁcation step is similar to sensing, where
the sensor ﬁnds state or output errors and feed them back to the controller. The decision
step is similar to control, where the controller calculates the control values to correct the
error. The execution step is similar to the actuation, where the actuator puts the control
values from the controller into action.
Following this analogy, we now introduce the architecture of ORTGA. We also discuss
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Figure 5.2: Feedback Control of Software Execution On Demand.
how ORTGA employs feedback to make a real-time control system fault tolerant. The
architecture of ORTGA is shown in Figure 5.2. Similar to the Simplex architecture [89],
in ORTGA the software component of the plant under protection is divided into a high-
assurance-control (HAC) subsystem and a high-performance-control (HPC) subsystem.
The HAC subsystem is a control software which was proved to be reliable. HAC’s simple
construction let the system designer leverage the power of formal methods and a rigorous
development process. From the system level, high-assurance OS kernels such as certiﬁable
runtimes are usually used in the HAC. From the application level, well-understood classical
controllers designed to maximize the controlled plant’s stability region is also used.
The HPC subsystem complements the conservative HAC core. From the application
level, an HPC can use more complex and advanced control technologies for higher control
performance. These can include complex and advanced technologies that are diﬃcult to
verify, for example, neural network control. From system level, COTS real-time OS and
middleware designed to simplify the application development can be used in HPC. However,
these software components may not be certiﬁable and could contain faults.
Unlike Simplex, in ORTGA the HAC and HPC subsystems do not run in parallel. At
any time, there is only one instance of either HAC or HPC is running. Normally, the HPC
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controls the plant. However, the decision logic in the decision module ensures that the
plant state under the HPC stays within an HAC-established stability region [91]3. If this
is violated, the HAC will be kicked in and takes over the system. In the original Simplex
architecture, it requires running the two controllers — HAC and HPC — for each plant in
parallel. This “trade system resource for safety” approach makes the whole system ineﬃcient,
hence limits the application of Simplex only to those extremely safety-critical applications
where cost and resource usage is not a major concern.
Furthermore, in ORTGA, the HAC and HPC can be running at diﬀerent periods. This
allows for ﬂexibility in designing the HAC and HPC. For example, when HPC is detected
faulty, the carefully designed HAC can run at a faster rate to help recover the plant promptly.
As we can see from Figure 5.2, ORTGA achieves fault tolerance by using feedback control
of software execution on demand. At every decision time, the decision module gets the
state feedback from the plant and determines if the current state is still within the HAC-
established stability region. If it is, the HPC still controls the plant; otherwise, the HAC is
activated and it takes over the control of the plant. The decision module determines which
output should be used for the plant. Then the plant will execute the control output values
accordingly. These Sensing(feedback) → Decision(control) → Execution(actuation) steps
constitute the feedback control of software execution (cf. Figure 5.1). By using the HAC to
guard against possible faults in the HPC in real-time, ORTGA achieves fault tolerance.
5.3 ORTGA Design
In this section, we present the architecture and design considerations of ORTGA.
3A method to determine stability regions for digital controllers is presented in Section 5.5.1
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5.3.1 Components Organization and Fault Recovery Procedure
of ORTGA
We call a plant for which ORTGA provides fault tolerance protection a (ORTGA) FT-
enabled plant. In ORTGA, there can be multiple FT-enabled plants. For each FT-enabled
plant, similar to Simplex, there are 3 logical modules within ORTGA: 1) a decision module;
2) a high-performance controller (HPC); and 3) a high-assurance controller (HAC).
The decision module plays a key role in providing fault detection and recovery using its
decision logic, which ensures that the state of a plant under the HPC’s control always stays
within the HAC-established maximum stability region, i.e. xTPx < 1. 4 If HPC’s control
command is expected to make the plant state violate this condition, the HAC takes over. In
practice, we use a smaller stability region, for example, xTPx < 0.8. The distance between
xTPX = 1 and xTPx = 0.8 is the margin reserved to guard against errors in the model, and
inaccuracies in the sensing and actuation. The decision module also guards against HPC’s
faults in the temporal dimension, such as budget overrun, deadline miss.
ORTGA runs the HAC only when it is necessary, i.e. only when a fault/failure is detected
in the HPC by the decision module. By eliminating redundant executions of the HAC, the
run-time overhead of ORTGA is signiﬁcantly lower than that of Simplex. The saved CPU
cycles can be used by other real-time tasks sharing the same CPU.
The elimination of redundant execution of controllers is realized in the following way. On
system start-up, all components are started but the HAC is blocked. As soon as a fault is
detected in the HPC, the decision module suspends the HPC and activate the HAC. Now the
plant is under the control of HAC for recovery. If the type of fault is semantic (e.g. control
command out of stability region), the HPC is allowed to be switched back later, after the
HAC stabilizes the plant. If the failure is due to an execution error such as segmentation
fault or inﬁnite loop, the HPC will be restarted for later retry.
4The deﬁnition and procedure to calculate P is discussed in Section 5.5.1.
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When the plant has been stabilized under the HAC, the control will be switched back
from the HAC to the HPC for retry or performance considerations. Unlike the recovery,
which must be done in a timely fashion in order for the plant state to stay within the HAC-
established maximum stability region, the initiation time of the switch-back can be more
ﬂexible. For example, in practice, the decision module can initiate the switch-back when the
plant state is near the control set point and the CPU is in an idle interval (to avoid possible
mode-change problems which will be discussed in Section 5.5).
5.3.2 CPU Usage Savings Analysis of ORTGA
In this section, we discuss the resource savings of ORTGA quantitatively in terms of CPU
usage.
We use the common adopted periodic task model to model the control tasks. Each
periodic task is denoted by τi. The timing parameters of a task τi is represented in the tuple
(Ci, Ti), where Ci is the worst-case execution time, and Ti is the task period. For control
systems, the task deadline is usually the same as its period, i.e., we have Di = Ti.
Compared with Simplex, the CPU resource usage of ORTGA is greatly reduced due to
the on-demand execution of HAC. Suppose the timing parameters of an FT-enabled plant
under the control of its HPC is (Cp, T p), while the timing parameters of the same plant
under the control of its HAC is (Ca, T a). We use Pr to denote the percentage of time
used for recovery (i.e., when HAC is active) during a total of run time of T (in the unit of
milliseconds).
In original Simplex, the total CPU resource usage (in the unit of milli-seconds) is roughly:


















While in the new design of ORTGA, the total CPU resource usage (in the unit of mil-
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liseconds) is roughly:
















in terms of CPU resource
usage. In practical applications where faults are infrequent, Pr is very small, thus ORTGA
saves much of the CPU resource.
5.3.3 Extra One Period Delay of ORTGA
We see the on-demand running of HAC in ORTGA saves much of the CPU resource, however,
there is up to one period delay in the recovery due to the on-demand recovery. Figure 5.3
illustrates the extra delay incurred during the recovery using ORTGA. Suppose at time t,
a fault is detected in the HPC. The upper half ﬁgure shows the recovery timeline of the
original Simplex, while the lower half ﬁgure shows the recovery timeline of ORTGA. For
Simplex, since HAC is running in parallel with HPC, when fault is detected, the control
output of HAC can be applied at the beginning of the next control period (t1) since it is
already computed in the current period. For ORTGA, HAC is running on-demand. When
fault is detected, HAC need to be kicked in and the control output be computed during the
ﬁrst period of HAC’s running. So the control output of HAC can only be applied at one
period (T ak ) later, i.e. the 1st time HAC’s control takes action is at time t
2. As a result,
compared with the recovery using Simplex, the recovery using ORTGA will incur an extra
delay up to t2 − t1 = T ak .
The extra delay can be compensated by using state projections. The idea is illustrated
in Figure 5.4. At any decision time t, the decision module project the plant state for one
period of HAC more, i.e. x(t + T ak ). If the projected state is still in the recovery region
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the extra delay in recovery using ORTGA.
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the use of state projection to handle the extra delay.
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Since in ORTGA, the period of HAC (T ak ) can be smaller than that of HPC (T
p
k ), the
extra delay’s impact can be small compared with the increased recovery region of the HAC
due to ORTGA’s ﬂexibility which will be discussed in Section 5.5.2.
A simple and computationally-inexpensive state projection method is presented in Sec-
tion 5.5.1.
5.4 Implementation and Evaluation of ORTGA
We have implemented ORTGA on an inverted pendulum testbed. Figure 5.5 shows the
inverted pendulum control system which demonstrates the eﬀectiveness of ORTGA. This
inverted pendulum is inherently instable [53]. When there are several missed control outputs,
the inverted pendulum would fall even when the angle error and angle velocity are small
(with respect to the erected position). There is a strict timing requirement for this inverted
pendulum system to maintain stability. This is because if it tilts past a certain angle, even
one missing control outputs from the controller would lead the pendulum to fall. As a result,
the fault detection and recovery must be carried out in a timely and predictable manner [53].
The control computer which runs ORTGA is based on a Pentium II 350MHz processor with
66MHz memory bus. It has 32KB of level 1 cache memory on chip. Quadrature encoder
interface is used for sensing input and a digital to analog converter is used for control output.
Our implementation of ORTGA is written in C [47]. It runs on Linux kernel version 2.4.18-3
with RT scheduling and kernel preemption enhancements. ORTGA uses a ﬁxed priority
scheduling scheme — Rate Monotonic Scheduling [57], as it is widely supported by current
systems and standards such as the POSIX real-time extension [87].
In the following, we discuss the evaluation of ORTGA.
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Figure 5.5: Inverted pendulum control system protected by ORTGA.
5.4.1 CPU Resource Savings of ORTGA
In order to measure the execution time savings of ORTGA compared with the original
Simplex, we collected the controllers’ running temporal data from the prototype testbed we
built.
We measure the HPC and the HAC controller’s execution times by using the rdtscl()
call [83]. It reads the lower half of the 64 bit hardware counter RDTSC (Read Time Stamp
Counter). RDTSC is provided on Intel Pentium-family processors.
rdtscl() macro is deﬁned as follows:
#define rdtscl(low) \
__asm__ __volatile__("rdtsc" : "=a" (low) : : "edx")
We get the RDTSC readings before a controller is executing and after the controller is
executing. The diﬀerence gives the clock cycles used by the controller’s execution. The
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controller’s execution time equals to the clock cycles used divided by the clock speed. On
Linux, the actual clock speed can be found in /proc/cpuinfo. For our testbed, the CPU
clock speed is 350MHz.
We collected multiple run samples for both the HPC and the HAC with sample sizes larger
than 500. Table 5.1 shows the the mean, variance, minimum, and maximum of execution
times of the HPC and the HAC respectively.













HPC 2.6705 0.02181 2.3571 3.2857
HAC 1.1060 0.005812 0.9429 1.6371
As we can see from Table 5.1, if the HPC and the HAC are running at the same periods,
the percentage of CPU usage savings (in terms of controllers’ execution times) using ORTGA
compared with that of using Simplex is (cf. Equations (5.1) and (5.2))
(1− Pr) · 1.1060




where Pr is the percentage of time used for recovery, which is assumed to be small.
In ORTGA, the HPC and the HAC can be run at diﬀerent periods. For example, in our
tests, the HPC is running at 20Hz and the HAC is running at 50Hz. Consider the diﬀerent
invocation frequencies of the HPC and the HAC, the percentage of CPU usage savings (in
terms of controllers’ execution times) using ORTGA compare with that of using Simplex is:
(1− Pr) · 1.1060 · 50
(1− Pr) · (2.6705 · 20 + 1.1060 · 50) + Pr · (1.1060 · 50)
∼= 1.1060 · 50
2.6705 · 20 + 1.1060 · 50 = 50.87%.
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5.4.2 Fault Tolerance under ORTGA
In order to test the fault tolerance capabilities of ORTGA, we conducted extensive tests on
the ORTGA testbed we built. The testing procedure is that we insert various faults/bugs
into the HPC controller, and see if ORTGA can tolerate these faults and make the inverted
pendulum stable.
Below we list a subset of the faults/bugs we have tested against ORTGA. We could not
include all the tests we have performed due to the space limit of this dissertation. Also, this
list is not intended to be complete, rather it is intended to give an overall feel of the broad
range of faults ORTGA can tolerate. For all the bugs tested, ORTGA can tolerate the bug.
When the system under the control of HPC failed the decision module’s safety test, ORTGA
replaces the HPC with the HAC. Hence the inverted pendulum can keep running without
falling down.
For each bug we tested, we include in here a pseudo-code snippet to produce that
bug. In the pseduo-code snippet, glob ctr is a non-negative integer which represents the
global counter of how many control loops have been performed by the HPC. Function
normal HPC cmd() is the normal output calculation of the HPC without bugs. Func-
tion cal HPC cmd() is the HPC control output calculation function which is used to insert
bugs into the HPC.
1. Inﬁnite loop bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, say 20 seconds (or
after 400 control loops when the control rate is 20Hz), then it goes into an inﬁnite loop.











2. Non performing bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, then it outputs
control command of 0. In the inverted pendulum system, this corresponds to outputting a
control voltage of 0 volt.








3. Maximum control output bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, then it outputs the
maximum control command allowed by the actuator. In the inverted pendulum system, this
corresponds to outputting the control voltage of 5 volts.









4. Bang-bang type bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, then it outputs the
maximum and minimum control values in a bang-bang manner. In the inverted pendulum
system, this corresponds to outputting control voltages of +5 volt and −5 volts in every
other period.












5. Positive feedback control bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, then it outputs the
positive feedback control values. The positive feedback will make the controlled system
unstable.









6. Divided by zero bug
The (faulty) HPC controller performs normal operation for a while, then it calculates
the control value with a faculty divided by zero operation.








7. A tricky designer bug
This bug is designed by Dr. Walter Heimerdinger from Honeywell ACS Laboratories. It
is a more tricky and sophisticated attack to test the fault tolerance capabilities of ORTGA.




static float wdither = 0.0;
static int wratio = 1;
static float wincremental = 0.30;
hpc_volts = normal_HPC_cmd(...);
glob_ctr++;




if ((glob_ctr % 100) == 0) {
wratio += 10;
}
if ((glob_ctr % wratio) == 0) {
if (wdither == wincremental)
wdither = -wincremental;







5.5 Fault Tolerance and Scheduling Co-Design –
Single FT-enabled Task Case
The design of ORTGA raises an interesting research issue: co-design of fault tolerance and
scheduling for real-time control systems. In this and the following sections, we discuss this
problem for single FT-enabled task case and multiple FT-enabled tasks case respectively.
For a digital implemented controller, generally the smaller the sampling period, the
larger its maximum stability region. However, a too small sampling period may make the
whole system become unschedulable. From the fault tolerance point of view, the system
designer prefers a larger maximum stability region, hence favors smaller sampling period.
This contradicts to the view from system schedulability, which favors a larger sampling
period. The key to fault tolerance and scheduling co-design is to ﬁnd the optimal control
period(s) for the HAC(s) in order to both maximize the fault coverage and at the same time
meet the system schedulability constraints.
In this section, we ﬁrst discuss in general the co-design problem, then we give an optimal
solution for the scenario when there is only one FT-enabled task in ORTGA. In Section 5.6,
we extend our results to the general case when there are multiple FT-enabled tasks.
We begin the discussion with the relationship between a digital controller’s sampling
period and its maximum stability region. To this end, we ﬁrst give a method to derive the
maximum stability region for a digitally implemented controller.
5.5.1 Maximum Stability Region for Digital Controllers
ORTGA’s forward recovery scheme is based on the maximum stability region of the plant un-
der the HAC controller. In this section, we propose an approach to determine the maximum
stability region for a discretized control system.





= Ax(t) + Bu(t), (5.3)
where x ∈ Rn is the system state and u ∈ Rm is the control input. A ∈ Rn×n, B ∈ Rn×m
are the corresponding system matrices. Controllers are typically designed in a state feedback
form, i.e. u(t) = −Kx(t), where K is the corresponding controller gain.
Modern control systems are typically implemented on digital computers. Due to the digi-
tal implementation of continuous controllers, the sampling and control of the continuous-time
system (5.3) is enforced at discrete time points. As a result, for the purpose of design and
analysis, we need to convert the continuous-time system to its discrete-time form according
to the digital implementation method used. For example, continuous-time controlled system
(5.3) with sampling period h and a zero-order hold is represented as follow [10]:
x(k + 1) = Fx(k) + Gu(k), (5.4)







Using Equation (5.5), we can get a simple and computationally-inexpensive state projec-
tion method to compensate the extra delay when use ORTGA as discussed in Section 5.3.3.
That is, at control interval k, since we have the knowledge of the current state x(k) and the
current control u(k) to be applied, we can get the predicted plant state at interval k + 1
according to Equations (5.4) and (5.5).
Corresponding to the continuous-time state feedback controller u(t) = −Kx(t), the dig-
ital state feedback controller is u(k) = −Kx(k). By replacing the u(k) term with −Kx(k)
in the discrete-time system equation (5.4), we get the closed-loop discretized control system
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as
x(k + 1) = F¯ x(k), (5.6)
where F¯ = F −GK.
In order to determine the stability of a closed-loop discretized control system as (5.6),
we use the well-known Lyapunov stability criteria which is summarized in the following
theorem [10].
Theorem 5.5.1. A discrete time linear time-invariant (LTI) system (5.6) is stable iﬀ there
exists a positive deﬁnite matrix P > 0 such that
F¯ TPF¯ − P < 0. (5.7)
For a real-life application, due to the limitation on physical plant and control actuators,
there are constraints on the system states and/or control inputs. For system (5.4), these
constraints can be represented as:
aTi x ≤ 1, i = 1 · · · l, (5.8)
bTj u ≤ 1, j = 1 · · · r. (5.9)
With digital controller u(k) = −Kx(k), the constraints (5.8)(5.9) can be combined and
represented as a polytope (a multi-dimensional ﬁgure whose faces are hyperplanes) in the
system’s state space:
αTmx ≤ 1, m = 1, · · · , q, (5.10)
where αTm = a
T
m, for m = 1, · · · , l; αTm = bTj K, for m = l + 1, · · · , q, j = 1, · · · r, and
q = l+ r. The states inside the polytope are called admissible states, because they obey the
operational constraints.
A stability region is deﬁned as a subset of the states within the polytope such that if
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of a stability region under state constraints.
the closed-loop discretized control system starts from a state within the stability region, the
system states’ future trajectory will always stay within the region and ﬁnally converge to
the control set point.
A Lyapunov function xTPx inside the state constraint polytope represents a stability
region [88, 89]. Geometrically, it deﬁnes an n-dimensional ellipsoid in the n-dimensional
system state polytope, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, where the state space is 2-dimensional.
An important property of a Lyapunov function is: if the system state is within the ellipsoid
associated with a controller, it will always stay within the ellipsoid and ﬁnally converge to
the equilibrium position (set point) under this controller.
Mathematically, for a closed-loop discretized control system (5.6), a stability region under
a speciﬁc Lyapunov matrix P with state constraints can be deﬁned as the following ellipsoid:
SP  {x|xTPx < 1}, (5.11)
where P satisﬁes the Lyapunov stability criteria F¯ TPF¯ − P < 0 (Equation (5.7)) and x
satisﬁes state constraints (Equation (5.10)).
However, a Lyapunov matrix P is not unique for a given stable closed-loop discretized
control system. In order not to unduly restrict the state space within the operational con-
straints, we should ﬁnd the maximum stability region (MSR). To get the MSR, we ﬁrst give
Lemma 5.5.1.
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Lemma 5.5.1. Given a discretized LTI system (5.6) with state constraints (5.10), the




m = 1, · · · , q.
Proof. Please refer to [91] (Lemma 4.1) for a proof.
Notice that the area of the stability region deﬁned in (5.11) is proportional to the deter-
minant of matrix P−1. Based on Lemma 5.5.1, the determination of the MSR of a closed-loop
discretized control system (5.6) with constraints (5.10) is reduced to the following Linear
Matrix Inequality (LMI) problem [17].
Problem 1. Maximize log detP−1
s.t. : P > 0,
F¯ TPF¯ − P < 0,
αTmP
−1αm ≤ 1, m = 1, · · · , q.
Further, if F¯−1 exists and let Q  P−1, we can convert the above LMI problem as the
following new problem.
Problem 2. Maximize log detQ
s.t. : Q > 0,
QF¯ T − F¯−1Q < 0,
αTmQαm ≤ 1, m = 1, · · · , q.
Problem 2 is a MAXDET problem [17]. It can be solved by using the software packages
such as sdpsol [105] or Y ALMIP [65]. Note that the maximum stability region and its
solution via LMI formulations (i.e. Problems 1 and 2) are diﬀerent from those presented
in [91] for the Simplex architecture. Here we are dealing with discretized system under digital
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controllers, while the authors in [91] were dealing with continuous system under continuous
controllers.
The resulting P = Q−1 from the MAXDET problem above deﬁnes the maximum stability
region {x|xTPx < 1} in the system state polytope (see Figure 5.6).
5.5.2 Maximum Stability Region v.s. Control Period
In Section 5.5.1, we show how to derive the maximum stability region (MSR) of a sys-
tem under a digital controller. When the continuous-time system model, the underlying
continuous-time controller and its control loop period are given, we can get the MSR of
the corresponding closed-loop discretized control system. It is obvious that the maximum
stability region is a function of the control loop period T , hence we denote the MSR for
a plant under a digital controller with respect to control loop period T as MSR(T ). We
further use A(T ) to denote the area of MSR(T ). MSR(T ) encloses the admissible states of
the system to keep it stable with respect to the control loop period T . For this reason, we
call A(T ) the stability index of a speciﬁc closed-loop discretized control system.
Figure 5.7 illustrates a typical chart of stability index v.s. control loop period for a
digital control system. In this example, the underlying plant is an inverted pendulum. The
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u(t) = −[−5.7807− 42.2087− 14.0953− 8.6016]x(t) . (5.12)
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Figure 5.7: Stability index v.s. control loop period.
Here the plant state is x = {x1, x2, x3, x4}. x1 is the inverted pendulum’s (IP’s) track
position, x2 is the IP’s angle, x3 is the IP’s track position velocity, and x4 is the IP’s angle
velocity.
The physical meaning of the decreasing shape of the stability index shown in Figure 5.7
is clear. As the control loop period decreases, the system becomes more stable, hence the
stability index A(T ) increases. On the other direction, as the control loop period increases,
the plant becomes less stable, hence the stability index A(T ) decreases.
5.5.3 Schedulability Analysis for ORTGA Fault Tolerance
Architecture
Unlike Simplex, the new ORTGA architecture saves CPU resource which could be used
for other real-time tasks. In this section, we discuss the schedulability analysis of ORTGA
together with these real-time tasks.
Consider an FT-enabled plant PL under the protection of ORTGA. The task when PL
is being controlled by the HPC is denoted as τ p and the task when PL is being controlled by
the HAC is denoted as τa. Their timing parameters are (Cp, T p) and (Ca, T a) respectively.
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When a fault is detected in the HPC, the decision module will issue a recovery request (RR)
to initiate the recovery procedure. As a result, τ p will be aborted and the new task τa will
be activated for recovery.
Using similar notations, the decision module is modeled as real-time task τ pd when PL is
controlled under the HPC and modeled as task τad when PL is controlled under the HAC. In
ORTGA, when controller switches, the decision module’s period also switches accordingly.
So tasks τ p (controller) and τ pd (decision module) have the same phase and period. From
a schedulability analysis perspective, τ p and τ pd can be modeled as one single task τ˜
p. Its
execution time is C˜p = Cp + Cpd , its period is T˜
p = T p = T pd . Similarly tasks τ
a and τad can
be modeled as one single task τ˜a, where C˜a = Ca + Cad , T˜
a = T a = T ad .
As a result, when scheduled together with other real-time tasks, the decision modules
and controllers for a single FT-enabled plant can be modeled as an abstract task τ˜ . It has
two subtasks τ˜ p and τ˜a, where τ˜ p is running when the plant is under the control of HPC and
τ˜a is running when the plant is under the control of HAC. Task τ˜ is called an (ORTGA)
FT-enabled task. This model abstraction simpliﬁes the following schedulability analysis.
In the discussions below, without confusion, we use τk to denote the combined decision and
control task for an FT-enabled plant k together with other real-time tasks.
Task Model and Deﬁnitions
We assume there are total N real-time tasks, τ1, · · · , τN , running on the CPU. They are
ordered in the sequence of their priorities, with τ1 having the highest priority and τN having
the lowest priority. Among them, tasks τk, (k ∈ FT ) are the FT-enabled tasks, FT ⊆
{1, · · · , N} is the set of all FT-enabled tasks. Each τk, (k ∈ FT ) is composed of two
subtasks: τ pk represents the combined decision and control task when the plant is being
controlled by the HPC; τak represents the combined decision and control task when the plant
is being controlled by the HAC.
Deﬁnition 5.5.1. Given the task set {τi}, i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, among which tasks τk, (k ∈ FT )
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are the FT-enabled tasks, FT ⊆ {1, · · · , N}. If the task set {τi} is schedulable under the
ORTGA task recovery and switch-back scheme with random failures, it is called (ORTGA)
FT-schedulable.
In this section, we will discuss the schedulability analysis when there is only one FT-
enabled task in the task set, i.e. FT = {k}, 1 ≤ k ≤ N . In ORTGA, when a fault in HPC is
identiﬁed, the decision module will issue a recovery request (RR). At the same time, task τ pk
will be aborted, and τak will be released for recovery. This potentially raises a mode-change
problem, since tasks τ pk and τ
a
k usually have diﬀerent timing parameters. We need to carry
out schedulability analysis to guarantee that the tasks are schedulable during the recovery.
Similarly, after the recovery, τak can be switched back to τ
p
k for performance considerations.
We also need to guarantee the tasks are still schedulable with the switch-back. If a task set
is schedulable under the ORTGA task recovery, it is called FT-schedulable for recovery. If a
task set is schedulable under the ORTGA task switch-back, it is called FT-schedulable for
switch-back.
Since the schedulability analysis methods are similar for both recovery and switch-back,




Schedulability Analysis for ORTGA Recovery Scheme
When the recovery request (RR) is initiated, the recovery procedure drives the system from
the old operating mode (abbreviated as “old-mode”) to the new operating mode (abbreviated
as “new-mod”). The plant is controlled by the HPC in the old-mode and is controlled by the
HAC in the new-mode correspondingly. Tasks in the old-mode are called old-mode tasks;
while tasks in the new-mode are called new-mode tasks. In the following discussions, if we
refer to task τk, we mean subtask τ
p
k when the context is in old-mode and subtask τ
a
k when
the context is in new-mode.
The switching from τ pk to τ
a
k imposes transitional scheduling overhead, which may make
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the whole task set unschedulable. In real-time analysis, this is called the mode-change
problem [81,86]. In order to determine whether the task set is FT-schedulable under potential
recoveries, we develop a schedulability test. It is based on a variant of the proposal presented
by Real et al. in [86] with simpliﬁcations. The basic idea here is to consider each real-time
task τi which may be aﬀected by the transitional scheduling overhead in either old-mode or
new-mode. Then we perform an oﬄine response time analysis to test if it is schedulable in
both modes.
When there is only one FT-enabled task τk in the task set, it is the only task which
may initiate the mode-change. For other task τi, (i = k), in order to maintain the highest
periodicity, the task release pattern should not change before and after the mode-change.
We call these tasks unchanged tasks.
The schedulability test is divided into 3 parts:
(I) Schedulability of Steady State Task Set
Let us deﬁne two task sets:
So  {(C1, T1), · · · , (Cpk , T pk ), · · · , (CN , TN)} ; (5.13)
Sn  {(C1, T1), · · · , (Cak , T ak ), · · · , (CN , TN)} . (5.14)
These are the old-mode and new-mode steady state task sets. We ﬁrst test if both task
sets are schedulable. This can be done using the standard response time analysis [58] for each
task in the set. By solving the recurrence equations, we get RSoi (and R
Sn
i ), the maximal
response time of task τi under the old-mode (and under the new-mode) in steady state. It
should be smaller than or equal to the task deadline (period) Ti for schedulability. If the
recurrence value exceeds the period, then task τi is unschedulable.
(II) Schedulability of Old-mode Tasks with Transitional Scheduling Overhead
In the old-mode, ﬁrst, it is obvious to see that for each task τi, (i < k), its schedulability




















Figure 5.8: Illustration of mode-change incurred by the recovery.
FT-enabled task τk.
Secondly, we consider task τ pk , which is the task aborted upon the RR. It cannot be
aﬀected by the new-mode task τak during the old-mode, hence its schedulability has already
been covered by the steady state schedulability analysis above (case (I)).
Lastly, we consider every task τi, (i > k), which is an old-mode task who has lower
priority than task τk. In order to account for the worst case phasing in the schedulability
test, the RR is assumed to occur x time units after the task’s activation 5. We also deﬁne a
temporal window wi(x), starting at the activation of old-mode task τi and ﬁnishing when τi
completes. Figure 5.8 illustrates x and wi(x).
In the old-mode, τi ﬁrst can be aﬀected by the old-mode aborted task τ
p
k . The total

















τi can also be aﬀected by the new released task τ
a
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, 0}. Finally, τi can be aﬀected by the unchanged tasks who have








By summing up all the sources of interferences, we got the total size of window































Solution to this equation is obtained by performing a recurrence calculation on wi(x) to
ﬁnd the smallest positive integer that satisﬁes it, just as the ordinary response time analysis.
The response time of old-mode task τi is thus obtained as the duration of the largest time
window of wi(x), i.e.,
Ri = max(wi(x)), ∀x ∈ [0, RSoi ). (5.19)
The signiﬁcant values of x are those that produce changes in the values of the ceiling and
ﬂoor functions in Equation (5.18).
(III) Schedulability of New-mode Tasks with Transitional Scheduling Over-
head
In the new-mode, ﬁrst, it is obvious to see that for each task i, (i < k), its schedulability
is not aﬀected by the mode-change. So this case has already been covered in the steady state
schedulability test (case (I)).
Secondly, we consider task τak , which is the newly released task at RR. It can not be
aﬀected by the old-mode task τ pk in the new-mode, hence its schedulability has also been
covered by the steady state schedulability analysis (case (I)).
Finally, we consider every task τi, (i > k), which is a new-mode unchanged task who has
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lower priority than task τk. As with the analysis of old-mode tasks, we can deﬁne a temporal
window wi to enclose the response time.
In the new-mode, τi can be aﬀected by the new task τ
a
















Summing up all the sources of interferences, we get the window size















Again, recurrence calculation of wi should be performed until its convergence or when
the recurrence value exceeds the task’s deadline. Then the response time for task τi in the
new-mode can be obtained as:
Ri = max(wi, R
Sn
i ). (5.23)
The whole task set {τ1, · · · , τN} is schedulable even with random recoveries if it passes
the schedulability tests (I-III), i.e. FT-schedulable for recovery. Similar tests can be done
to ensure the task set is still schedulable with the switch-back.
5.5.4 Co-design of Fault Tolerance and Scheduling
As we have shown in Section 5.5.2, the shorter the HAC’s period, the larger the maximum
stability region. A larger maximum stability region (MSR) is desirable from the fault toler-
ance point of view, because it minimizes the unduly restriction of the state space the HPC
can use. However, from the perspective of scheduling, we can not use too small an HAC
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period, since this will make the whole task set unschedulable. So a natural question is “What
is the optimal HAC period such that the HAC’s MSR is maximized and the system is still
schedulable?”. We call this the fault tolerance and scheduling co-design problem.
For multiple FT-enabled tasks under the protection of ORTGA, the fault tolerance and
scheduling co-design problem can be formally expressed as:





s.t.: Task set is FT-schedulable.
Here FT is the set of all FT-enabled tasks and A(T ak ) is the area of the MSR corresponding
to task τk with control loop period T
a
k .
When there is only one FT-enabled task, the co-design problem can be reformulated as
follows:
Problem 4. Given the task set {τi}, i ∈ {1, · · · , N}, among which task τk is the FT-
enabled task. (Ci, Ti) are known parameters for the real-time tasks τi, (i = k). For task τk,
the timing parameters (Cpk , T
p
k ) and C
a
k are known for the HPC and HAC respectively. Find
the minimum possible period T ∗ak of the HAC such that the task set is FT-schedulable.
This is because when there is only one FT-enabled task, since A(T ) is a decreasing
function of T , the minimum possible period T ∗ak which makes task set FT-schedulable is the
solution to Problem 3.
Remember FT-schedulable requires the task set is schedulable under both recovery and
switch-back. To ﬁnd the solution to Problem 4 under the recovery case, we can use the
binary search algorithm [54]. In the binary search, during each recursion, we test if the
current task set is FT-schedulable for recovery using the schedulability test algorithm we
have presented in Section 5.5.3, until we found T
′a
k which is the minimum period to make
the task set schedulable for recovery. After T
′a
k is obtained, in general, we should continue to
test whether this period also makes the task set schedulable for switch-back. If T
′a
k indeed
passes the switch-back test, we know T ∗ak = T
′a




not pass the test, we do not bother to search for larger period that can make the task set
both schedulable for recovery and switch-back. There are two reasons for this: 1) a larger
period than T
′a
k means smaller maximum stability region of the HAC, which is undesirable;
2) unlike the recovery, the switch-back is not an emergent event. So a practical approach
to initiate the switch-back is to wait until when both CPU meets an idle interval and the
plant state is near the control set point. The former criteria enforces there is no eﬀect of
the mode-change on the schedulability associated with the switch-back. The latter criteria
guarantees the plant is stable with the switch-back.
The use of binary search algorithm for optimal period selection requires an ordering
property to be held. To this end, we give the following Lemma.
Lemma 5.5.2. If T ak = x > 0 makes the task set FT-schedulable for recovery under our
schedulability test presented in Section 5.5.3, then for any T ak = y, where y > x, the task set
will also be FT-schedulable for recovery under our schedulability test.
Proof. With a larger value for the T ak and the same value for C
a
k , for any time window, the
new task τak only generates less interference in the old-mode and new-mode for the recovery
schedulability test (see Equation (5.18) and (5.22)). So if T ak = x > 0 makes the task set
FT-schedulable for recovery under our schedulability test, for T ak = y, where y > x, the task
set will also be FT-schedulable for recovery under our schedulability test.
Note most of the time, we have Cak < C
p




k , where T
∗a
k is the
minimum period of HAC such that the task set is FT-schedulable for recovery. Below we
show a numerical example based on the results of the binary search algorithm.
Example 5.5.1. Consider three tasks τ1, τ2, τ3. Task τ1 and τ3 are ordinary real-time tasks
with timing parameters (2, 4) and (3, 30) respectively. Task τ2 is an FT-enabled task with
timing parameters (2, 8) for the HPC. Then we have the following result:
• If Ca2 = 2.0, we have T ∗a2 = 6.5 < T p2 ;
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• If Ca2 = 1.5, we have T ∗a2 = 4.5 < T p2 ;
• If Ca2 = 1.0, we have T ∗a2 = 3.0 < T p2 ;
• If Ca2 = 0.5, we have T ∗a2 = 2.5 < T p2 .
We also see that as the decreasing of Ca2 , the optimal T
∗a
2 has signiﬁcantly dropped. This
means the HAC can run at a faster control rate during the recovery when fault occurs.
5.6 Fault Tolerance and Scheduling Co-Design –
Multiple FT-enabled Tasks Case
When there are more than one FT-enabled tasks in the task set, the co-design of fault
tolerance and scheduling problem becomes extremely diﬃcult to solve. This is because
with multiple plants under the control of possible faulty HPCs, each controller may fail
independently. If the HPC for plant k (denoted as HPCk) is currently under the recovery,
at the same time the HPC for another plant m (denoted as HPCm) also fails, this will
cause concurrent mode-changes. We need to provide an algorithm for schedulability test
when concurrent mode-changes could occur. However, this is an open research issue. Most
research on schedulability analysis of mode-changes precludes the occurrence of concurrent
mode-changes [86]. Yet, in practice, we need to provide fault tolerance support for multiple
plants who may fail at random time. It is desirable to have a solution such that the system
is FT-schedulable, at the same time, maximizes the total fault coverage. Though it seems
formidable at ﬁrst glance, in this section, we provide a practical solution to the co-design
problem with possible concurrent random failures.
5.6.1 A Baseline Scheme for Multiple FT-enabled Tasks Case
The idea of our approach is trying to remove the eﬀect of concurrent mode-changes. So
the schedulability analysis can be greatly simpliﬁed or reduced to what we have already
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discussed in the single FT-enabled task case. To this end, we ﬁrst present a baseline recovery
and switch-back scheme such that there are no concurrent mode-changes in this subsection.
Based on this baseline scheme, in next subsection (Section 5.6.2) we extend it to a hybrid
scheme for better fault coverage.
Note for every FT-enabled task τk, (k ∈ FT ), usually we have Cpk > Cak , since the
HPC performs more complex computations in order to achieve higher performance while the
HAC’s algorithm tends to be simpler and less computationally intensive. Let’s expand the




k  max{Cpk , Cak}. We also select T ak = T pk
for the HAC in the baseline scheme. Whenever a fault occurs in τ pk , the decision module
aborts the faulty task τ pk , but wait until the end of current period to release the new task τ
a
k .
Then for all other tasks τj, (j = k), task τk just looks like an ordinary periodic task, with
worst case execution time C
′






k . No matter when a fault occurs,
there is no mode-change eﬀect to other tasks. We refer this new scheme as the same-period
scheme, as compared with the previous discussed ORTGA recovery scheme. The previous
scheme uses T ak = T pk , hence we refer it as diﬀ-period scheme. If every FT-enabled task τk is
implemented using the same-period scheme, the fault recovery and switch-back can be done
independently at random time, without mode-change incurred scheduling overheads to other
tasks. As a result, there is no need to perform schedulability analysis of mode-changes.
However, there are two drawbacks of the same-period scheme as compared to the diﬀ-
period scheme:
1. Selecting T ak = T
p
k may unduly shrink the HAC-established maximum stability region
as shown in Example 5.5.1;
2. In the same-period scheme, the worst-case recovery delay, i.e. the time from the last
valid control command is actuated to the new control takes eﬀect is T pk + T
a
k = 2 · T pk .
While in the diﬀ-period scheme, the worst-case recovery delay is T pk + T
∗a
k , smaller
than that of the same-period scheme. This implies using diﬀ-period scheme will give
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a smaller disturbance during the recovery.
Despite the above-mentioned drawbacks, the introduction of same-period scheme achieves
the beneﬁts that each task can independently recover and switch-back without ever aﬀecting
the schedulability of other tasks. We use this as a baseline recovery and switch-back scheme
when multiple FT-enabled tasks exist.
5.6.2 A Hybrid Scheme for Multiple FT-enabled Tasks Case
The baseline recovery and switch-back scheme does not try to maximize the total maximum
stability region. It only takes the scheduling perspective into account, but does not consider
the fault tolerance requirements. In this subsection, we present a hybrid recovery and switch-
back scheme which gives better performance leveraging the co-design of maximum stability
region and scheduling.
In this new scheme, for each FT-enabled task τk, (k ∈ FT ), we ﬁrst independently
ﬁnd the minimum period T ∗ak for the HAC can use, treating all other FT-enabled tasks as
ordinary real-time tasks, using the method presented in Section 5.5.4 for single FT-enabled
task case. T ∗ak imposes an lower bound of the HAC control loop period that can be used for
recovery.
Now for each for each FT-enabled task τk, (k ∈ FT ), we have two MSR regions corre-
sponding to the HAC’s two control period choices — T pk and T
∗a
k . Let us denote the MSR of
HAC when control period is T pk as R
p
k. Similarly, we denote the MSR of HAC when control
period is T ∗ak as R
∗a




k , so we know
the area of R∗ak is larger than the area of R
p
k. Otherwise, we set the HAC’s control period
the same as T pk , i.e. use the baseline recovery scheme for this task to avoid the possible
mode-change in scheduling.
In the hybrid scheme, during the runtime, at ﬁrst, all FT-enabled plants are under the
control of their HPCs. Whenever the ﬁrst time a plant’s state (say plant k) is outside its cor-
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responding Rpk (the HAC-established maximum stability region corresponding to period T
p
k ),
this plant begin using R∗ak (the HAC-established maximum stability region corresponding to
period T ∗ak ) for fault recovery switching decision. At the same time, all other FT-enabled
plants j (j ∈ FT , j = k) begin using Rpj s for their fault recovery switching decision until
plant k’s state is back to its inner maximum stability region Rpk.
This means the ﬁrst plant whose state is out of its inner maximum stability region will
use the diﬀ-period scheme for recovery. Other plants will use the same-period scheme for
recovery. This hybrid scheme will ensure that at any time, there is at most one recovery
subtask τak running at the period of T
∗a
k . Hence there is at most one mode-change occurring
at any time. From the oﬄine design of T ∗ak , we know the task set is always schedulable
because this reduces multiple FT-enabled tasks case to single FT-enabled task case. As a
result, we know the hybrid scheme makes all plants stable during the recoveries when faults
occur, at the same time still maintains the whole task set to be schedulable.
In practice, due to the digital implementation of controllers, the decision of whether
a plant’s state is outside the HAC-established MSR is also enforced at discrete time. In
the rare scenario, two or more plants’ state may be outside the MSR of their Rpks at the
same time-intersected decision epoch. When this happens, these plants all want to use the
diﬀ-period scheme, which is not viable. To preclude such situation from occurring, at any
decision time t for any plant k, we use two-periods state projections to decide whether to
initiate the diﬀ-period scheme or not. This means that if the projected state xk(t + 2T
p
k ) is
outside its Rpk, this plant will begin using the diﬀ-period scheme, making other FT-enabled
plants use the same-period scheme. If there are more than two plants’ (say plant k and plant
j) projected states are outside their corresponding inner MSRs (Rpk and R
p
j ), then we broke
the tie by selecting one of them to begin using the diﬀ-period scheme, and other FT-enabled
plants all begin using the same-period scheme, as illustrated in Figure 5.9. Since we plan
two periods ahead, all the plants can still maintain stability after the ﬁrst selected plant
begin using the diﬀ-period scheme. This is because for any FT-enabled plant k, only two
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periods later at time t+ 2T pk , it could be outside of its R
p
k, the HAC-established MSR using
T pk . So at one period later, i.e. at time t+T
p
k , it is still within R
p
k, hence all these plants are








Plant k Plant j 
Figure 5.9: Illustration of the hybrid recovery scheme for multiple FT-enabled tasks case.
5.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we propose a new fault tolerance architecture, ORTGA, for real-time control
systems. ORTGA delivers the same functionalities as Simplex, with the same high fault
coverage and reliability. Compared with Simplex, ORTGA has advantages including that it
allows more eﬃcient resource utilizations and more ﬂexibility. This is achieved by running the
high-assurance controller in an on-demand fashion instead of running in parallel. ORTGA
is applicable for most industrial applications where both eﬃcient resource usage and high
fault coverage are desired.
Based on the design and analysis of ORTGA, we also proposed the research on fault





Performance management and fault tolerance are two important issues faced by computing
systems research. This dissertation investigates these two issues through theoretical model-
ing, analysis, architecture design, and system development. We establish novel approaches
exploiting feedback control for both performance management and fault tolerance.
In the ﬁrst part of this dissertation, we propose Queueing Model Based Feedback Control
framework to regulate system performance under highly dynamic environments via adaptive
resource allocation. Traditionally, queueing theory was used for modeling computing sys-
tem’s performance. It usually serves as an oﬄine capacity planning tool. On the other hand,
feedback control theory was successfully used for dynamically controlling the performance
of electro-mechanical systems. How to utilize the “descriptive” power of queueing theory
and the “prescriptive” power of feedback control to control computing system’s performance
was an open problem. Queueing Model Based Feedback Control answers this question by
integrating the strengths of both queueing models and feedback control into one uniﬁed
framework. In this framework, queueing model’s online solution provides a feed forward
prediction. It keeps the system state near an equilibrium operation point, in spite of abrupt
changes in the traﬃc. The use of feedback control augments the queueing model feed forward
control. It helps to correct the residual errors due to model inaccuracies and measurement
errors for real-life systems.
We have conducted extensive experiments using Queueing Model Based Control in man-
aging the timing behavior of diﬀerent real-life applications. In this dissertation, we use
Apache Web server and multi-tiered Web application to demonstrate the eﬃcacy of Queue-
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ing Model Based Feedback Control framework. Our experiments showed that this elegant
framework achieves better performance regulation than previous proposals. It is intellectu-
ally satisfying to see that two separately developed powerful theories can work synergistically
in a uniﬁed framework.
Queueing Model Based Feedback Control also has the advantage of general applicability
to a wide range of computing systems. By exploiting diﬀerent combinations of queueing
models and feedback control techniques, we can get a family of schemes within our framework
suited to diﬀerent computing applications and diﬀerent QoS goals.
In the second part of this dissertation, we further exploit the use of feedback control
to achieve fault tolerance for real-time embedded control systems. Speciﬁcally, we propose
ORTGA (On-demand Real-Time GuArd), a new fault tolerance architecture. ORTGA uses
state feedback to control software execution. Together with rigorous scheduling analysis, it
ensures system safety by real-time fault recovery. ORTGA delivers the same functionalities
and high fault coverage as previously proposed Simplex architecture. Further it has the
advantages of eﬃcient resource utilizations and allows much more ﬂexibility for control and
fault tolerance design. ORTGA can be deployed in a wide range of real-time embedded
applications where both an eﬃcient resource utilization and a high fault coverage are desired.
We implemented ORTGA prototype in an inverted pendulum testbed to demonstrate its
eﬃcacy and eﬃciency. Based on the ORTGA design, we discussed the fault tolerance and
scheduling co-design problem and presented its solutions.
Feedback is a universal mechanism which exists in many disciplines. During the last 50
years, feedback control theory has been very successful in industry for controlling electro-
mechanical systems. While this dissertation explores two new aspects on using feedback
control to solve issues of computing systems, focusing on performance management and
fault tolerance, we believe feedback control is a powerful tool which can help us in solving
many other issues related to computing systems as well. These include system scalability,
reliability, security, and evolvobility. All these areas are well-deserved to be further exploited.
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